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Buy Easter Seals and Give
A Crippled Child a Chance

Number 41

Princeton, Kentucky, Thursday, April 11, 1946

ommunity Leaders To
orm Organization• For
ospital Drive Tonight

90-Year-Old Dress

OPA Drops Price
Ceilings On Many
Consumer Items

Houses With A Past—No. 2

L. C. Taylor Named

Home,On Land Patent
Head.
School
New
Soil, One Of Most Picturesque

Satterfield

Horn Principal

Board Elects Midway
Man, Graduate Of U. K.,
To Be Superintendent;
Coach Is Sought

Pocket Knives, Compacts,
Watches, Scissors, Hair
Pins Among Articles
Freed From Control

L. C. Taylor, present principal
of the Midway, Ky., schools and
a University of Kentucky graduate, was elected superintendWhite Elephant Sale
ent of Princeton schools for a
4-year period at a meeting of
For Hospital Room
the City Board of Education
Ladies of the Central PresMonday night. He will assume
byterian Church will have
his duties here with the start
e community's long delayed campaign for a new hospiai White Elephant sale in
of school in September.
the church Annex Saturday,
will move another important step nearer actuality
C. A. Horn, superintendent
13, proceeds of which
(By Edw. F. Blackburn)
ight when representatives of churches, fraternal, agrithe last 4 years, was elected
here
ed to furnish a
Governor Scott may have been The contractor, John Ackerstrom,
ural, civic and social organizations meet at the Elks'
principal of Butler School on a
room
in
Princeton's
new
hosa
duty
the
later
patriotic
in
performing
Army
enlisted
Union
rooms to take formal action inaugurating solicitation of
2-year contract, the place in the
pital, it was announced this
when, in 1811, he granted a and lost his life in that tragic
City system he told the board
ations, Thos. J. Simmons, chairman, said Tuesday.
week.
patent on 200 acres of land in struggle between the states.
he preferred.
nvitations have been sent to heads of all organizations in
the area now known as SatterAmong family records to be
Four other new teachers were
field Bottoms to James Satter- seen at the hospitable Mahan's elected, together with faculties
city and county, urging them to be present at tonight's
and delays
is
field
of
of
the
picture
a
"for
a
of
Ackerstrom,
Mr. for Butler, Eastside and Dotencouragement
general committee to conting, at which personnel
utiful and
settlers", but plenty of people and Mrs. James E. Satterfield, son schools, at the Monday night
the canvass for gifts and a "Special Gifts" committee
since that date have not needed the original patent to the land, meeting of the board. New
be named, Mr. Simmons said.
encouragement in trying to ob- and a family Bible autographed teachers are Miss Mary Deride
1 phases of the hospital
tain these fertile acres for a in 1859.
Hodge, home economics instrucNew Druggist Here
lem will be discussed, the
homestead.
Some houses, like some peo- tor at Butler; Mrs. Josephine
Legion
And
Auxiliary
man said, and an urgent
The old house standing on pie, grow old gracefully. The Cantrell Moore, Mrs. Nola Hays
Will Donate Profits To
al for active support of all
these 200 acres, surveyed and Satterfield home is such a house. Lewis, who will come here from
groups
within
and
iduals
Health Building
laid out in 1798, is now the The atmosphere of the Southern Cerulean, and Mrs. N. H. Talley.
county will be made.
A profit of $366 was realized
home of Mr. and Mrs. John Ma- Colonial period is not artificial, W. R. Crutchfield, in service
preliminary survey of pashan. The first house, however, even though the house now has now is returning as a member
from the Pep Parade, home taldonors living in rural secwas near the present one and electric lights, running water of Dotson School's staff.
ent
show
presented
here
last
county
made
was
the
of
Assignment of teachers to
closer to Eddy Creek. James E. and other modern conveniences.
week,
with
the
American
Legion
committee,
a
by
weekend
various grades and subjects,
their
Satterfield,
the
would
John's
of
grandfather,
Much
furniture
and
the
Legion
Auxiliary
divided by Mr. Simmons, cornand to schools, will be made by
the
built
present
house,
in
1860.
(Please
to
turn
ing
Page
this
Four)
sum
equally,
Mrs.
Willie
of Henry Sevison, .1. B.
the new superintendent before
Larkins said Tuesday.
r 'and J. F. Graham, for
opening of school in September,
The Auxiliary plans to donate
A
of canvassers who will go
Walter Towery, chairman of the
$100
to
the
new
hospital
and
to
the
of
county
parts
all
Keep
Howard
So
Will
board, said.
use
$83
toward
a
furnishing
mg donations to the new
"We have our teaching staff
room in the new health instituDutch Girl Happy!
ital, the chairman said, and
complete now for next term's
tion, Mrs. Larkins said. The
Happy Heijneman, a 15her list, of persons living
Legion will give $100 of its
Retail Merchants To Take start with the exception of an
:n the city limits, is being
y e a r-o 1 d Holland damsel,
athletic coach and a science
profit
to
the
hospital
and
put
who
those
of
use
for
ared
Half-Day Off Through
wants to corespond with a
teacher," Chairman Towery said
the
remainder
its
in
fund
a
for
do the soliciting in town.
Princeton youth of like age
Tuesday. "It is proving extremeHot Weather
veterans' home, she said.
lists will be broken down
. . in order, she says, in
.
At a meeting of the Princeton ly difficult to obtain a coach but
Clifford
"Clipper" Hollowell,
of homes, Mr. Simmons
her letter to Mayor W. L.
son of Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Holz.
Retail Merchants Association last we are trying diligently," the
Cash, to "learn more about
chairman said.
lowell, won first prize among
for use of soliciting
Thursday afternoon members
America." The young lady's
Other teachers elected for the
L.
formEugene
Williamson,
boys
the
in
Baby
Contest,
in
will be ready next week
voted to close their places of 1946-47 school year were: Mrs.
address is Spechstraat 34A,
a special form will be pre- er resident of Louisville, who connection with the show. Carobusiness
Thursday
afternoons
Rotterdam Zuid, Holland.
J. D. Alexander, Mrs. Lucille
Oz.
for persons who may wish recently bought the interest of lyn Pickens, daughter of Mrs.
during May, Juno, July and Armstrong, Miss Robert Lee
Councilman Howard Stone
R. G. McClelland in the Wylie L D. Pickens, was first among
nd
their
over
donations
a
August and all . day Labor Day, Beck, Mrs. H. W. Blades, Jr.,
an
said his 14-year-old son,
'lied period of time, probab- and McClelland Drug Store. girls entrants; Donald Keeney,
July 4, Christmas and Thanks- Mrs. Carter Adams, K. V. BryHoward, Jr., has been corof
son
and
Mr.
John
Mrs.
Keenthe
in
He
years
4
Navy
served
e year, Mr. Simmons said.
giving, the latter at the date ant, Miss Evelyn Clift, Mrs.
responding wth an unknown
. Simmons said he probably as a lieutenant-commander. Mr, ey, was second among boys, with board of directors of the chit),
proclaimed by the governor.
in Australia. .. so young
Frank Craig, Mrs. Charles Curry,
Howard
Clifton
son
Enoch,
of
propose, at tonight's meet- Williamson became a member
The meeting was presided by Mrs. Hillery Barnett, Miss Audie
Wednesday.
said
For
Ask
Miners
Dutch
the
Coal
got
gal's
Howard
a Town Hall gathering be of the Princeton Kiwanis Club Mrs. H. C. Enoch, thind. Lanita
N. B. Cameron, president, with Green, Rum tell Goodaker, Miss
letter to answer.
Sue McConnell, daughter of Mr.
State Jobless Pay As
to create interest and ex- Wednesday.
25 merchants present.
Gordon, Miss Virginia Hodge,
and
Mrs.
Howard
was
McConnell
phases of the new hospital
Strike Is Prolonged
Princeton's ancient Commer. Mrs. Paul Cunningham, Miss Re2
/
21
second
and
Sally Cameron,
t. If those attending the
) —
Madisonville, April 9 (11,
Club,
years
cial
but
formed
ago
becah Henderson, Miss Gladys
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. N. B.
SS
ing tonight favor the sugnot meeting in the last 9 years, Knott, Miss . Beulah Mullins,
Claims for unemployment comdtmeron was third for girls.
on, Mr. Simmons said he
was disbanded by unanimous Mrs. Charles McGough, Miss
pensation benefits provided unad to ask the aid of the
vote of the merchant-members, Martha Shultz, Miss Eliza Nall,
der Kentucky law were filed here
Permanent
Headquarters
Scouters
Will
Meet
At
is, the Boy and Girl Scouts
and Clifton Wood, secretary of Mrs. Mary Frank Lester, Miss
today by miners whose income
Eddyville April 16
tions, Butler Band, minIs Established Here To
the Retail Merchants Associa- Eloise Jones, Mrs. McKee
cut off by the countrywide
was
For
Planned
Event
Mayor
Names
On
Six
The April meeting of the
and as many individuals
tion, was instructed to request Thomson, Mrs. J. L. Walker,
soft coal strike ordered by the
Three Rivers District Council, Aid Victims
ill volunteer to help get a
August, Sparks Tells
Committee To Aid
that stationery and files of the H. J. Watson, N. E. Fralick, enA total of $525 had been do- United Mine Workers of AmeriBoy Scouts of America, will be
crowd out for the Town
Commercial Club be turned over gineer Butler building; E. R.
School Board
Service Men
held in the Scout Hut at Eddy- nated here in the annual Can- ca (AFL).
meeting, suggested date for
to the Junior Chamber of Com- Hampton, Dotson principal; Lula
Members of the Progressive
Princeton's annual Horse Show ville Tuesday night, Apr. 16, cer
A.
Willard
Moore,
AnderM.
Mrs.
campaign,
Control
is Friday night, April 19.
presented in the Butler Charles Baugh, field executive, Frank K. Wylie, chairman for Mine Workers of America and son, Joe Wilcox, Pratt Littlepage, merce.
Hampton, China Lou Jones,
. Simmons said he has will tie
Chas. J. White was chosen Juanita McNary, Geraline Johnfield again this summer, said this week. A delegation of the sponsoring Woman's Club, non-union miners, who have no Bill Palmer and Jimmie Mitchell,
-Oz.
ledge of several special stadium
sponsored by the Country Club, Princeton Scooters will attend. said Wednesday. The quota is part in the strike but who have Jaycees, were appointed to serve secretary of the old Commercial son.
which will be in hand
an
with W. C. Sparks serving for
stopped work, said they would as a committee representing Club some years back and has
$1,000.
In the drive and that he
Princeton to obtain housing for continued to function in that
the second year as chairman.
file claims.
have
donations
large
Several
ions to have the doctors
veterans and service men, work- capacity, altho without other
of
The show will be a three-day af- Local Rotarians Attend
president
Morgan,
J.
Ed
said,
Wylie
Mrs.
been promised,
themselves on record as to
said.
with the Federal Housing activity by the organization, the
ing
Sparks
Mr.
said
fair,
UMWA,
23
No.
District Convention
and no report from a women's District
&n2 1 1
financial support they will
The City Board of Education
members also would ask Administration, at the regular Retail Merchants said.
UMWA
has
homes
canvassing
committee
Byron
Williams,
delegate;
Clifas this is vital to the new
The vote to disband the old
granted permission to use the ton Wood, a past president of been made to date. This com- eunemployment compensation ben- meeting of the Council Monday
tel campaign's success.
club and to enlist the services
night.
stadium at its meeting Monday the local Rotary club, and Mark mittee is composed of Mesdames efits.
Three To Serve Soil
phase of the new hospital
The Jaycees .appeared before of the Jaycees was unanimous,1
night by unanimous vote, the Cunningham, secretary, attended S. 0. Catlett, C. H. Jaggers, Sam
)112
which should have due conthe belief
expressing
retailers
of
percent
District Will Be
city's
the
urging
Council
the
5
receive
school to
the annual district convention of Jones, Frank Webb, Alvin Lis- Billy McElroy Undergoes
tion, Mr. Simmons declarcooperation in obtaining needed the new civic organization will
net profit, in accordance Rotary International in session anby, Hugh Skees, Robert Haw- Appendectomy Monday
the
Chosen Saturday
that the payroll for workhousing and, after a motion had function actively in the field
with a proposal presented by at Paducah Sunday, Monday and kins, F. K. Wylie, ,T. J. RosenBilly McElroy, manager of
Election for three members of
the project will amount to
inwas
Club
Commercial
the
Mr. Sparks.
thal, Maxwell Calloway, Harold Princeton Shoe Co., underwent been unanimously adopted by
Tuesday this week.
the board of supervisors of the
$40,000 and $50,000, a
tended to serve.
aid
city
full
present,
councilmen
will use the stadium only
Rohorses
and
Luther H. Hodges of New Wilson, Delmar Shortt,
an appendectomy at Princeton
Caldwell County Soil Conservapart of which will be spent
was pledged the new committee.
The agreement provides that York, representative of Rotary bert Parsley.
Hospital Monday. His condition
tion District will be held Satin Princeton for necessities
Gets
all
Watson
Rawlin
performance,
firea
of
erection
for
permit
A
at actual show
Permanent headquarters has was reported to be improved
International, in an address Monurday, April 13, at the courtNavy
From
Discharge
elseMain
East
136
proof building at
workouts to be conducted
day told Rotarians in the 161st been established for the cancer Tuesday.
during the hours 1 to 3
house
Route
interest to every resident,
SK3c,
Watson,
Rawlin
street was granted to Geo. D.
where, Mr. Sparks said.
district Rotarians have a great work at Wylie & Williaznson's
hairman stated, is the fact
Hill. The building will be one- 1, was among Kentucky men dis- o'clock, C. E. George, polling
dates for the show opportunity to make distinct drug store, where aid to indiDefinite
a good hospital here will
story high, 20 feet by 40 feet, charged from the naval service superintendent, said.
been fixed, Mr. Sparks contributions to the building of gents will be given, and infor- Livestock Market
All landowners are eligible to
many persons considerable have not
Princeton
built of concrete blocks with at Great Lakes, m., last week.
compared
the
Sales were steady
Tuesday, but
mation about clinics and hospilasting world peace.
, over any definite term of said
and are urged to do so,
vote
a
with
comply
in
to
roof
with last week on the Princeton composition
event will le arranged
More than 220 members of 33 talization may be obtained.
Mr. George said. The three
"because it is far cheaper
shows to be offered Rotary clubs and their wives
Livestock Market Monday, it the city's fire zoning ordinance.
with
circuit
sick in a Princeton hospimembers elected, with the two
All councilmen attended the
Hopkinsville, Paducah and registered for the conference.
was reported by Brad Lacy,
Lg.
Gets Navy Discharge
an away from home, and at
appointed members, P. M. Sell
numpresiding.
Cash
Mayor
session,
large
1119
was
sold
a
Total
manager.
assuring
Glen Young, SSML2c, Sandnches
of families will save much Murray,
and W. P. Oldham, will make
for the several
Mr. and Mrs. Lucian Walker lick Road, was discharged from head. Baby beeves topped at $16;
in trips which otherwise ber of entries
up the official board of superhogs,
Mrs. Uel Stephens is now an
and
$17.50
chairman stated.
No.
veal's,
1
Lakes,
Great
at
the
0.,
service
naval
Cincinnati,
the
events,
for
recently
left
be necessary to and from
visors. Mr. Sell and Mt. Oldham
Federated Store.
size doz. 3
the
of
employe
$14.45.
State
Rice,
Clifford
week-end.
home.
last
their
make
where they will
at Hopkinsville, Paduwere appointed by the State Soil
President, Will Present Conservation Committee.
Nashville, Evansville and
5
bag
8 lb.
ille, where many persons
January 29, the Caldwell CounCharter To Group
require hospitalization now
ty Soil Conservation District was
Junior
Chapter,
Princeton
The
I
4 for
Chamber of Commerce, will granted a charter by Charles K.
•
have a banquet Thursday night, O'Connell, Secretary of State.
Stiff Penalties Faced
After the supervisors' election
velt Estate To
April 25, instead of April 18, as
has been held and the result
Ctn.
announced.
previously
If Income Reports
The
Shrine Apr. 12
committee
Princeton's Jaycees, in the gram booklet for each home thin of concessions. The Jaycees Mr. York said.
Clifford Rice, president of Ken- certified by the State Soil Conwhich appeared at the Monday
Park, N. Y., April 9 (fly) Are Not Filed
A Dos.
advertising; oper- will do all the work of selling
progress
to
for
game,
effort
carry
of
forefront
Jaycees, will deliver the servation Committee, the board
tucky
D. Roosevelt's Hyde
Frankfort, April 9 (JP) —The
tickets, taking tickets, regulating night meeting of the school
will hold an orS ctn. doz.
warned in and for Princeton, will help ate concessions at the stadium conduct at the games and operat- board was composed of Fred principal address and other out of supervisors
estate, where the former Revenue Department
Kentucky Jaycees will ganizatioA meeting, at which oftown
of
profits
hospital
all
new
over
turn
and
.
.
.
Robert
the
stiff
for
Matican,
Joe
of
funds
Jake,
t
the
today
raise
1
was born and buhed, Kentuckians again
AD
ing concession booths, under
be present, K. V. Bryant an- ficers will be elected and a work
Holmes and Mr. York. ,
sildicated as a national penalties for falling to file Stater project here through proLiotion from the whole scheme to the new plan.
program and a plan will be formMonday.
nounced
lb. loaf
The playing field will be much
Friday with ig-esident income tax returns by April 15. ol Butler High football games hospital fund; Mr. York said.
The Band will visit neighbor• The banquet will_Jo_ held In ulated, which will be a guide
nib: I
-1Sulsktpotiisa,,ia-thcirgr's, 4Muless.fwviaaA
1 • Priam:Mr aim
At tresstrar_ist -14Iss.s-14MakaO• ,
r,VIEW4.1141lr-"Olt
`the blii9iiitsWi",oi Otitis gator:. for operations of the Soil Conremony.
gross (paycheck) income of $1,- with the -City Board of Educa- gle admissions or seism tickets parades, lion fin,* and other pro- ever before,'Mr.
ial Methodist Church, at which servation &strict, it is anlate
in
up
put
be
to
atlights
new
al
despec'
• Eleanor Roosevelt and 500 or
net (minus certain"
tion reached this week, Howard is contemplated, Mr. York 'said motional stunts, and
time presentation of a charter nounced.
games
homer
all
ry of Interior J. A. Krug ductions and exemptions) in- York, president of the young . .. but it is hoped. attendance trackions will be presented Pe- ummer, and
will heimade to members of, the
lb.
take part in the dedi- come of $1,000 must file re- men's organization, announced at the games, as well u advance tween halves at all home /lames, will be played 'at night, exce - local chapter.
Taking Consistory
stimulate ing the Thankagioving Day conto
said,
be
will
York
Mr.
on the first anniversary turns.
tickets,
season
of
sales
Tuesday.
Dr. C. F. Engelhardt is in
test with Maribn. All home
by the Interest.
• Roosevelt's death.
doz.
The Jaycees will pay the But- materially increased
Married persons with gross inthis weekend taking
Louisville
e
in
included
be
will
te
games
Tiger
KEA Conference Opens
Players on the
Lists of the Department comes of $3,000 or net incomes ler Athletic Association $1800 boosters' varied program of "sellthe work of the Masonic Conseason tickets to be sold at the
Interior and a ccrrps of of $2,500 also must file returns and the Butler Band will get ing" the Tigers and the hospital. who do outstanding work
Today; First Since 1942 sistory. Walter Towery, poteneach
A 7-year average of revenue games will receive recognitio usual prices, Mr. York said.
have been preparing even if, after application of de- all proceeds of season ticket
Louisville, KY., (,4)—Paul Ley- tate of Rixpah Shrine, will go
f
•
chairman
Towery,
Walter
Jay
sponsoring
Assothe
Athletic
from
the
and
to
accruing
and grounds.
ductions, personal exemptions sales to pupils of Butler
Basic, Danish lecturer and actor, to Louisville Friday on Shrine
e
said
Education,
of
run
Board
be
the
to
pictures
taken
with
their
*O.
the plan, ciation from football was
and dependency credits, no tax Eastaide schools, under
the sea school authorities are having will present an entertainment business.
and the Jaycees will ballyho all to arrive at the basis for the the papers throughout
to
t° Mr. and Mrs. A. M. payment is due.
-week difficulty in obtaining a coach program tonight as the Kentuc-the
"player-of
Mr.
school,
the
to
payment
$1800
A.
season
sell
eon.
games,
Jr., Dallas, Tex,, a son,
home
five
Mrs. Gayle Pettit has accepted
but that diligent effort will be ky Education Association opens
will
planned.
Is
Band
award
Princeton,
the
York
and
said,
of
adults
Model. Mrs. Slevin is -1 Ube
Mullins left tickets to
Beulah
Its first full-time conference a clerical position with tne Vetathl
an
good
a
have
Education
to
made
of
Board
The
receive
materially more mousy
Margaret Ann Hol- Wednesday for Wing°, where Caldwell county and neighborClub have sic chief here in time for fall pra - since 1942. The session will Con- erans' Administration at, Out'.
t niece of Mrs. Leo she will visit homefolk several ittg communities, receive all gate through Its sable of season tickets the Band Parents
wood Hospital.
tinue through Friday.
proposition, Use sessions.
receipts, produce a souvenir pro- to pupils thee it has from opera- toted'the Jaycees'

Invites Heads Of All Groups In City
nd County To Meeting At Elks' Clubrooms;
onvass For Donations Will Begin Next Week;
reliminary Survey Of Prospective Donors
!ready Made

immons

Hospital To Get
$183 From Show

E9

A &P
27
41c
35
28c
87
96c
25c

Horse Show Will
Get Stadium Again

(Sy Associated

Prose)

Washington — The OPA has
swept price ceilings from hundreds of consumer items ranging
from dust mops to fly swatters.
It has also discontinued price
ceilings on about a third of all
industrial machinery and equipment—the "most extensive decontrol action yet taken by
OPA," according to Price AdJudith Ann Kahn, daughter ministrator Paul A Porter.
The OPA described products
of Mr. and Mrs. M. J. Kahn
by the consumer order
covered
Mrs.
of
granddaughter
and
as "of only minor importance in
F. E. White, 104 Locust Street,
living costs or in the cost of
is wearing a dress made by doing business."
h e r great-great-grandmother,
These included pocket knives,
Mrs. Eliza Haydon, and worn hammocks, curtain rods, garby her great-grandmother, Mrs. ment bags, coat hangers, clothes
C. C. Larkins. The dress is 90 drying racks, ice cream freezers,
years old and in perfect con- household woodenware, candles,
dition. Mr. and Mrs. Kahn scissors, brushes, lawn sprinklers,
and family left recently for barometers, thermometers, comHawkinsville, Ga., where they passes, domestic jewels watches,
will make their home.
billfolds, compacts, hair pins,
soap dispensers, bottle openers
and knife sharpeners.
Dr. W. F. Powell Guest
The OPA said suspension of
Speaker At Kiwanis
ceilings on these and scores of
Dr. W. F. Powell, pastor of the other personal and household
First Baptist Church, Nashville, items would permit the agency
and a former Kiwanian, was "to maintain more effective conguest speaker at Wednesday's trols on major consumer goods
meeting of the Kiwanis Club, de- by lightening the administrative
lighting his listeners with a load somewhat."
strong and humorous talk on
Prices for some products on
"Workmanship." He delivered the which ceilings are being susopening address at the State B. pended
may rise, OPA said, but
T. U. convention Wednesday
it added that if controls had not
night.
been lifted it probably would
have been necessary to allow
Swimming Pool Work
higher prices in some instances.
In suspending ceilings on a
Awaits Federal Ruling
Construction
on Princeton long list of industrial machinery
Country Club's new swimming and equipment items, Porter said
OPA'S
pool, excavation for which was that this was in line with
price concompleted 10 days ago, is being policy "of removing
were "no
held up pending a ruling from trols" as soon as they
safeguard the
Washington on the use of lum- longer needed to
ber necessary for concrete forms, country from the disaster of
Merle Drain, a member of the inflation."

Response Is Good
In Cancer Drive

Thursday Store
Closing Is Voted

Group Named To
Get Vets' Houses

Land Owners To
Elect Supervisors

12

Jaycees' Banquet
Set For April 25

State Tax Returns
Are Due April 15

4

days.

Jaycees To Promote Butler Football
For Benefit Of New Princeton si a1
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State Parks
Outlook Brighter-4s Fordo not
attract the tourist trade which

By Jack Stinnett

Washington Daybook

,
some, headed by Bowles
and
price
that
d
believe
who
mainwage controls should be
all postained vigorously until
disapsibility of inflation had
.
peared
by
There were others, headed
ersion diJohn W. Snyder, reconv
"bulge"
rector, who argued that a
certain
in
prices
and
wages
in
to
others
(and
ies
industr
major
would
follow, where necessary)
inend the strikes and start the
dustrial machine rolling again.
While the President's official
family was kicking these argusituaments around, the strike
the
tion got out of hand. So did
,
black market. And reconversion
were

I;ly Jack Stinnett
Washington — T h e economic
'Battle of the Bulge' is over—
, as
We rejoice with Russell Dyche, directo Indiana's parks. Main reason
cgoes
Kentu
for
Parks
at least foc the time being.
of
on
Divisi
tor of the
progress in
we see it, for such lack of
But don't think for a minute
KenHarold Browning, commissioner of
r
manne
cky is the niggardly
ky;
Kentu
that you have heard the last of
and
,
vation
Conser
of
the Department
the past have
those two doughty generals of
Gov. tucky's legislatures in
fact
the
many other good Kentuckians that
plus
.
anti-inflation army, Paul
.
.
the
parks
the
appropriation dealt with
parks
, new head of OPA, or
Porter
ded
S. S. Willis' veto of half the
misgui
well meaning but
that
budnew
the
in
up
set
ate predecessor, Chestas
immedi
his
'for State parks,
have erred in acting officials in Kentucky
, now head of the reBowles
er
dated
dilapi
get, will not have the effect of preven
old and
real pro- cepting too many
activated Office of Economic
at least a start upon the first
and sites to be set up as
,
homes
Stabilization.
relics,
n
izatio
modern
gram for improvement and
maintained in perpituity with
Talk to either and you will
and
parks
nCommo
the
m
syste
of Kentucky's park
priated,— in biennial
get some modern version of that
appro
ce
pittan
the
IC
y.
PE RIOD
wealth has launched in its histor
good old American battle slopermit of proParks amounts, which would not
CANCER
gan, "We have just begun to
first
one
As it now stands, the Division of
of
t
EsseissomoN
l per development and suppor
capita
for
00
$450,0
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Pennyrile Postscripts

Did You Know?

-

for the Cavalcade of America

Wing

An unseen multitude of voices are
crowding the telephone long distance
"Voice Highways" to all parts of the nation.
The result is that oeeasionally you may experience a
delay in getting your call through. When this
happens you can help by making only
mils that are really someusary.
As fast as materials become available, thousands of
miles of new lines and circuits are being built to
relieve congestion. When this big job is done you
will again be able to talk as swath at yes
want, whenever yen west and whatever
you want. In the meantime, your
cooperation is appreciated.
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spaded and worked fine, then
the frame placed and the space
,
within it wet down well.
Then the seed potatoes are
By John S. Gardner, College
of Agriculture and Home
laid, close but not touching.
Economics
Large potatoes, as tablestock,
should be split and laid cut
2
/
face down. Potatoes under 11
Sweet Potato Bedding
inches in diameter should be
While at first it might seem
bedded whole. Poultry netting
impracticable for home gardeners should be laid over them to hold
to produce their own sweet po- them in place as slips are being
tato plants, there are advant- drawn, and then a 5-inch cover
ages that make it distinctly of sawdust, completely rotted
worth while. One is that the tree-leaves or light sand.
plants will be at hand when
To draw extra sun-heat and
wanted. Another is that they speed the sprouting, black roofare fresh plants, ready to grow ing paper should be laid over
when set in the garden. Still the sawdust, to be removed,
another is that the same fine however, at the first sign that
quality and flavor of particular- slips are about to break through.
ly pleasing table potatoes may The bed is completed by stretchbe assured by using such pota- ing tobacco canvas or light mustoes for seed, for sweet potatoes lin over the frame and banking
breed true.
its sides with sawdust, straw or
Making the bed is not diffi- earth.
No further attention is needcult. A frame made of 10-inch
lumber is needed to enclose it, ed than, perhaps, to water ocbut it peed be only one yard casionally to keep the sawdust
square to make 250 slips in three barely moist.
drawings. The time for bedding: - The 1945 tobacco crop brought
sweet potatoes is in April, preferably the first half, to make about $3,200,000 to Henry couna first drawing by May 15 and ty farmers, which is about $800,table potatoes by mid-August. 000 less than the preceding year.
Plant drawing may continue for
An estimated $150,000 might
setting as late as June 15, to
have been added to the value
complete a crop by frost.
The site for the bed should of the burley tobacco crop in
tip southeast or south to catch Simpson c,punty, had every farmfull sun. The soil should be er primed his crop at least once.

gy J. F. Graham
Department of Agri
e U. S.
to farmers
appealing
e is
crease production of certain
feed, and oil crops, and to
our citizens to conserve
especially wheat, and fats
for necessary
oil, to provide
• supplies to prevent milin forof our fellow men
lands from starving.
oases in the acres of wheat
most
soy beans for oil ,are
t, and conservation of
are necessary
r, fats and oils
met.
are
needs
ese
underis not difficult to
important place
d what an
has in rebuilding a peaceworld and how difficult it
satisfy a hungry people.
this coune waste enough in
t° go a long way toward
' this most urgent need.
can meet the need without
icing ourselves of any of
necessities. Avoid waste is
that is necessary.
creases in barley and wheat
be had by harvesting all
which have been seeded.
best means of increasing
is by heavy fertilization
good tilling practices. The
bean acreage should be inon bottom and level
land.
nservation of feed grains
feeding hogs to lighter
his and utilizing pastures to
ater advantage have pas'ties.
• • •

a

iendships are between peobefore they can be between
states, or nations; and
are likely to be built up
ather old-fashioned ways.
Breathitt county, where
grapvines have been plenty 4-H'ers, 50 members will
t an additional 400 vines.

TIDAL WAVE HITS DOWNTOWN HILO — Lumber and debris litter this section of downtown
Hilo, Hawaii which felt the full effect of tidal wave which claimed a possible 300 lives. Sixty
bodies have been recovered in Hilo. (AP Wirephoto via radio from Honolulu)

News From The Past

Farmers Plan To Build
Many farmers in RockeastleSouthern Madison counties want
to build homes or other buildings this year. County Agent
Robert F. Spence says more than
50 new homes are being built,
and that 150 homes, 50 barns
and over 200 other buildings will
be put up this year if materials
can be had.

News representing lives, hopes, dreams and ambitions of those
who made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell county almost
40 years ago recorded nowhere but in the yellowed files of TwiceA-Week Leader of those years will be published as a regular Leader
feature. The articles are reproduced just as the Princeton reporters,
shortly after the turn of the century, wrote them.
May 16, 1924. The Leader is in ed the 500 Club at their beautireceipt of a beautiful engraved ful home on Hopkinsville street
announcement of graduation ex- last Friday night.
ercises sent from Mildred Pool
The first prize was won by
There are at least 13 different
from Ward-Belmont school at Miss Mary Wilson Baker and
Nashville, Tenn. Miss Mildred the consolation by Miss Lucille kinds of maple trees in the
United States.
has our thanks and congratula- Buttermore.
tions.
Delightful refreshments were
served and the club adjourned
May 20, 1924. W. L. Mays, the to meet Friday night at 7:30 with
.7 Disappeared Overniqh
well-known Star and Durant Miss Virgie Barnett.
Those present were: Misses
ibuilleads tee. Ns initial'
dealer, of Eddyville, was here
Yea It la true. there la a male.
rdied
driegted
Monday demonstrating the new Lucille Buttermore, Virgie Barlitp pirt?ple,
nett, Mary Wilson Baker, Carwin
overnight as It actg to loosen and remov,
models of his car.
ugly blackheads. Thom who followed aroCash, Elizabeth Dorr, Mildred
pie detections and implied kW"'iirr
Lee Eblen, Charlton
Mary
and
eitlerrear
te•Ver
May 20, 1924. Mesdames Fred
ag: and
'
Kla
Them Imre enthiada.tically prelim'
oNLy
Margaret Kevil, Mary claim
they are no longer embarrad
Taylor and Henry Towery have Gresham,
and are note haPPr. with tAilit den
Liane and Dimple Lamb. complealaut U,.RIOWN• iicew apLoftus,
returned from
r
Atlanta, Ga.,
plication don. oot on=
tat
C
9
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where they attended the South$105Mons
colay, wire.
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ern Baptist convention, which Everybody reads The Leader!
met there last week.
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May 23, 1924. R. Clifton Wood,
a popular Princeton boy, who is
at present connected with the
Higgins Drug Store at Hopkinsville, has received notification
that he passed successfully the
pharmaceutical examination and
is now a registered pharmacist.
May 27, 1924. Miss Bernie
Sims, who has held the position
of supervisor of music in the
public school of Coalwood, Pa.,
will arrive tomorrow to spend
the vacation months in the county with relatives.

BABY CHICKS
STARTED CHICKS
U. S. APPROVED
ILORUM CONTROLLED
Y FOR DELIVERY
CE YOUR ORDER NOW

Pennyrile Hatchery
W. 7th. St.

Phone 804

and MRS. H. B. BAKER,
Managers
Hoplunsville, Ky.

ttention

BOYS!

July 25, 1924. Mr. Charles
Ratliff, Jr., entertained a party
of young people at the Lake
Thursday evening in honor of
Messrs. Fred Deering and Earl
Sloane, of Louisville.
The guests were Misses Mildred and Martha Stegar, Mildred Pool, Hilda Ray Rice, of
Madisonville, Frances Ogilvie
and Rosaline Roach; Messrs.
Fred Deering. Earl Sloane, Clinton Walker, Monroe Pool, James
Stegar and Charles Pollard.
August 8, 1924. Master Grayson Harrelson returned last week
from a visit to relatives in Lebanon. Tenn. and Paducah. His
brother, Hearne, remained at
Lebanon for a longer visit and
as a teamster on the road construction work.
August 22, 1924. Mrs. F. K..
Wylie and son, Marvin, left yesterday for Jacksonville, Fla.,
where they will visit Mrs. J. L.
Wilkes, sister of Mrs. Wylie.

Ky. Farm News

Pepsi-Cola Company,Lone Island City, N.Y.
Franchised Bottler: Pepsi Cola

Hopkinsville Bottling Company

Continuous Show

Daily Matinee
at 2:30 P.M.
Night Shows
7:00-9:15

Saturday.Sunday
Starting 1:00 P.M.

SUN. & MON., APR. 14 - 15—

NOW SHOWING—

"YES"

ONLY ONCE
SHE SAID
tuste OW 044 twee tee opal
Remands, His Way
Are France with the
Army of &agouties!

BROADBENT'S HYBRIDS

SAVE
ON

have one or two acres in production each year.
A large acreage of hybrid corn
Charles Shields, 4-H'er in Ohio
will be planted in Knox county
county, produced 1,088 pounds
this spring, Ky. 103 being most
of tobacco on a half acre, repopular.
ceiving $569 for his crop.
A goal of 15,000 acres treated
George Redmond of Greenup
county has established the first with lime in 1948 has been set
registered herd of Brown Swiss by farmers in Crittenden county.
In Pike county, 71 4-H clubs
cattle in the county with 11
have a membership of 2,976 tohead.
Five farmers in Spencer coun- ward their goal of 3,500 memty, who grew red clover last bers.
Of 3,300 farms in Hart county,
year, are helping meet the deone third of them are electrified.
mand for seed.
P. A. Leslie of Laurel county
At a meeting of strawberry
growers in Trimble county, it has obtained several hundred
was recommended that farmers kudzu plants to set on his farm.

IN 1945
PLACED FIRST
production contosts
in

many

county

•

BROADBENT'S HYBRIDS CAN WIN
for you in 1946. The seed is selected from good, big, healthy,
vigorous stalks and fully matured ears. BROADBENT'S certified
corn is dried, and graded with the best equipment.
BROADBENT'S Hybrids will give maximum yield, because it is
adapted to this climate, and soil conditions.
BROADBENTS Hybrids — Yellow, Ky. YI02, Ky. Y103 and US 13.

•efie

BROADBENT'S Hybrids — White, Ky. 69, Ky. 72B and Ky. 20I.
Buy BROADBENT'S Hybrid seed corn from

ROPe,r,
Princeton, Ky.

Added Enjoyment!
FILM
VODVIL

SCREEN
SNAP SHOTS

LATE
NEWSREEL

Plus These Added Treats!
SCRUM
PARAMOUNT
SNAPSHOTS
NEWS

TUES.& WED., APR. 16 - 17 —

SATURDAY, APR. lath —
•. •
TIMELY"MARCH OF TIME"SUBJECT
AT THE CAPITOL APRIL 16 - 17

COLOR
CARTOON

set

ARAC7

1 11P111
1

Itt
;

From the Untamed
West!

so I

'4October 14, 1924. Misses Mary
Lee and Mildred Eblen entertain-

WM. M. YOUNG
Telephone 178-J

anfin Cummins

Allis-Chalmers
Dealer
Fredonia, Ky.

Dead Animals
WANTED
Although the war is over Uncle Sam
needs waste greases for many uses. So keep
an* grease, and call in your dead stock
to the KENTUCKY RENDERING WORKS.
We will remove-Ail-dead stock promptly and
free of charge.

c AROLE LANDIS
WILLIAM GARGAN
RICHARD GRAN.
MARY ANDERS°.

Also!
The world still remembers the heroic stand of Greece against the
Axis. The new March of Time, "Report on Greece," shows that not
with her daring stand, her lot today is still far from enviable. WhiLi
British troops (centre) roamed the hills,"preserving order," masa demonstrations (upper right) of the E. A. M., anti-Royalist coalition composed of former guerilla forces, protested the British order to'disarm
as a stratagem to leave Royalist forces in control. With the runaway
Inflation, children (tipper left) even disregarded the repudiated printing-press money in their scavenging. Meanwhile, the UNRRA have
poured into Greece close to 1,500,000 tons of food, clothing, raw
materials, machinery and medicine. But Archbishop Diunaskinos,
present Regent, and his government cannot SMUT* prompt distribution of these goods with Greece's transportation paralysed by the
effects of,war. Greece, concludes the film, must look to the U. Et, and
Britain fait help.

SMOKY JOE
A Cartoon
In Color

EXTRA!

EXTRA!

Chapter Three

March of Time

THE MONSTER
AND THE APE
Another Exciting Chapter of
the super thrill serial! Don't
Mire It!

APRIL 18 - 19

Also!

Also!

THROWING

PLUTO

THE BULL

CARTOON

A Novelty

In Color

REPORT
ON GREECE
Tinderbox

of the

Balkans!

Also!
ALL 'STAR
MUSICAL
REVUE

2 GREAT SHOWS! COMING SOON!
APRIL 21 - 22 - 23
Bing

This Factual Film Shown On Same Program With

CALL COLLICT

CROSBY
84,

"BEHIND GREEN I.IGHTS"

Kentucky Rendering Works
one 442-J

Princeton, Ky.

I

ON, KENTUCKY
THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCET

Page Four

At The Churches

,11 Picturesque Home Deaths- Funerals

(Continued irom page one)
Ben Wood
be the pride of collectors, a
Ben Wood died at his home
tier-top table 150 years old in Cadiz March 17 following a
brought from Virginia by James brief illness. Born in 1889, he
Satterfield, first to settle on the was a former resident of Caldland; a drop-leaf table approxi- well county.
mately 100 years old, and a
Survivors are his father, E. B.;
hand carved canopy bed, a wed- three sisters, Mrs. Otho Bruce,
ding present to Mary Watkins Princeton; Mrs. Lola Aldridge,
Satterfield.
Eddyville, and Mrs. Robert BakTwo cut-glass punch bowls sit er, Cadiz. A brother, Sam, Dawside by side on a corner cup- son Springs, also survives.
board, once the prized possesFuneral services were held at
sions of John Mahan's grand- Silone Church, Trigg county,
mothers.
March 18, with the Rev. Hall
On the walls bang hand paint- officiating.
ed portraits of early members
Pallbearers were Aubrey Wood,
of the Satterfield family. One Princeton; Sam Wood, Cadiz; Alof them, Elijah Satterfield, 'born bert Eldridge, Eddyville; Blane
In 1798, was a son of James Wheeler, Clintus Bruce and EdSatterfield, the original settler. ward Jones, Princeton.
Two others are James SatterInterment was in Bush cemefield and Mary Watkins Satter- tery, Trigg county.
field.
The paintings are the work of
an unknown itinerant painter Joel A. Woodall
Funeral services for Joel Anwho came through this part of
Wpodall, 78, brother of
derson
a
•
Is
There
Kentucky in 1844.
died at his home
Woodall,
A.
C.
is
possibility the work, which
Friday afternoon.
of excellent quality, may have in Crayne
were held Sunbeen that of a certain portrait Funeral services
with the Rev.
painter who later rose to con- day at Mexico,
charge. Burin
Woodall
Spurlin
works
the
siderable fame. Since
are unsigned, they cannot be ial was in Mexico.
Identified without the aid of an
Coffee plants generally yield
• authority on paintings.
their fourth
Three years ago, Mr. Mahan their first crop in
year.
that
time
first
plowed for the
The United States paid Russia
part of Satterfield Bottoms imcents an acre for
mediately across from the house. about two
This land was never cleared of Alaska.
The first oil well in the United
timber. The trees gradually died
States was sunk in 1859 in Oil
grass
few
so
were
until there
Creek, Pa.
formed a sod over the valley
President Andrew Johnson was
and the land was used for paschristened Andrew Jackson Johntime. Now only a few trees reson.
main. For many years this valAn Argentine Christmas dinfor
spot
a
favorite
ley has been
ner features roasted peacock.
picnics.
In 1894, a George Ball called peas and many other items, his
at the Satterfield home and ask- hobby is Calendulas, of which
ed for employment. He was put during Christmas week, 1928, he
to work in a small greenhouse sent to the Chicago market 1200
bunches in one shipment.
operated at the farm.
"It is only a few years ago
It seems that Ball showed no
particular ability at the time, that our English friends couldn't
but was always "fooling with quite understand how it was
possible for American florists to
flowers".
Local capital showed little in- make Pot Marigolds pay under
terest in Ball or his work, so he glass, but that was before George
Ball's strain became known over
soon moved on.
George Ball is now located there. All he left of the original
in Chicago, Ill., operating one flower when he got through, was
of the largest wholesale flower its orange color. It was he who
seed houses, with a Western Un- put the "Cal" in Calendula; he
put a new meaning to the word
ion Cable address.
That Ball is internationally and today, many growers all
famous is shown by the follow- over the world make money
ing excerpt taken from the "The growing Calendulas, considering
Florists Exchange", a trade pap- them a bread and butter crop."
Originally, t he Satterfield
er: "To start with, have you
ever met my friend George Ball? house had two log rooms, a log
If you have not you should be- dining room and a log kitchen,
fore leaving this earth. A great making a total of four rooms.
fellow is George. A fine type of Some alterations have been
man, a lover of flowers and one made to the original building
who can grow anything. By that but in the main the house still
I mean grow it well, and some stands as originally constructed
things just a little better than —a fine example of local
most of us. While favoring sweet- neer architecture.

has bought
E. L. Williamson, former resident of Louisville,
former emA
half-interest in the firm of Wylie and McClelland.
registered
a
ploye of Winthrop Chemical Co., Mr. Williamson is
pharmacist.

s service
We will continue to give you the same; courteou
for your
store
as we have in the past, and invite you to visit our
drug needs.

This firm will operate under the old name until July 1. Then
the name will be changed to WYLIE AND WILLIAMSON.

HOLINESS CHURCH
Rev. Mrs. Opal Blackford,
Beginning Monday night, April
old-fashion8, at 7:30 o'clock, an
Caled revival. The Rev. Loyd
Ill.,
will
Louis,
St.
East
of
vert,
be the evangelist.

youth).
Midweek Prayer Service, Wed.
FIRST CHRISTIA sr CHURCH
7:30 p.m.
Choir rehearsal Wed. 8:15 p.m. 9:45 Bible School
11:00 Morning Worship
Thurs. 7 to 8 p.m. Holy Com7:30 Evening Worship
munion.
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
H. G. M. Railer, Pastor
9:45 a.m. Sunday School
11:50 a.m. Marais/ Service
6:45 p.m. Training Union
7:30 Evening Wership

RURAL BAPTIST CHURCHES
The following rural and village Baptist churches will be
meeting in Caldwell association
on April 14: Adriel, Beulah Hill,
Creswell, Donaldson, Fredonia,

Harmony, Kuttawa, Libert
banon, Macedonia, Mt. H
Otter Pond, Pleasant
Quinn, and White Sulph
Don't forget the Sch
Missions in your associati
G. R. Pender
SECOND BAPTIST CliUR
Sunday School at 9:
goal for attendance Sunda
Rev. W. H. Curl, Ashlajd.
preach at 11 a.m. and
R. Dailey, missionary to
America, will preach at
Noted missionaries will
every evening at 7 p.m.
Friday. A cordial invita
extended to all.
Rockland, Me.—(m_so
looted Alvin French's t
which he had loaded wi
radio parts and radio and
box cabinets during the
But French didn't mind.
going to take the stuff
dump next day anyway.

minBy no means; he's here and not a

It's your "little girl" sandal...
Lo, platform'd, all-leathar

this is
ute too soon, to remind you that
your 'last chance to have your pre-Easter
cleaning done ahead of the rush.

Remember the jam last spring? Some
say it will be even worse next time.
hope not.

We

But you won't have to worry

about that if you take our tip and send or
bring us all of your spring cleaning NOW!

Allow us plenty of time, and we can
still give you the kind of cleaning we've alin Ginger Brown, Red, Saddle Ton, White

ways been proud of giving — the kind of

As advertised in Seventeen, McCall's,

cleaning that is good for your clothes.

Glamour...a double-buckle flatly of leather
so soft and flexible...leather soled, too.

it.'
—(iP)-Y
N
only Japanese-American fireman,
Joji Furuya, is back on the job.
Furuya won a Purple Heart with
firefighting Army Engineers in
Italy.

CELO-SIDING
See the newest thing available in exterior finish for
homes — CELO-SIDING. It has more structural strength
than wood, four times the insulation qualities of wood, and
is the most economical and quickly applied outside finish
available. This is priority free.

WINDOW ACCESSORIES

We have a supply of sash Locks, Lifts, Cord, Pulleys
2 through 12 pounds in one-hall pound
/
and weights from 21
multiples.

PAINTS AND VARNISHES

As new as spring, as flattering as a compliment! Wear it
tilfed forward, so that you look out-from-under. Has a
black full-face veil for sharp new "swathed" look.

Our line of WARILENS PAINTS is complete. It includes
outside paint in white and colors, floor enamel, the new oil
base wall paint, semi-gloss wall paint, aluminum print, 4hour enamel, tractor and implement paint, barn and roof
paint, white creosote paint, screen enamel, clear varnish,
varnish stains, and several other types. Our paint stock
is entirely new and completely free of the quality paints
produced during the war.

PLYWOOD
4" gum and southern
1
If you need plywood, we have /
hardwoods, plywood in 4'x4', 3'x6', and 3'x8' sheets.

DO YOUR FLOORS SAG?
If so, see uS today about the new sensational floor jock
that will bring your building back to its original shape
without cracking the plaster.

FERTILIZER
Have just received a car of 3-9-6 and 2-12-6 Price Tobacco Base fertilizer.

When you get ready to build your home, come down
and let "a fellow combat veteran" aid you in securing your
priority. We specialize in this.
Perky black bow peeks out
over white roses fringed
with vioktst

Gay "bonnet" version
Navy straw, with f
ridged crown.

Mail and telephone orders welcome. Telephone 272
SEE OUR WINDOWS

WOK?
look!
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METAL ROOFING

•PINK PROFUSION OF CARNATIONS
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;
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to night—
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Have some 10 foot lengths of aluminum roofing left.
Hurry! Also have 45, 55, and 85 pound mica surfaced roll
roofing, 90 pound green slate surfaced roll roofing, and roll
stone finished siding.

•Five huge, lovely flowers make
this hat high-fashion excitement

eo rep door
i'
Ort
for violets

round.
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blue cornflower center accents this
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OGDEN MEMORIAL
METHODIST CHURCH
J. Lester McGee, Minister.
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
Worship Service 10:55 a.m.
Sermon subject: "What Do You
Think?" Palm Sunday Service.
Evening Worship 7:30. Sermon
subject: "Love, Courtship and
Marriage" (second in series of
three Sunday night sermons to

BYTERIAN CHURCH
9:45 a.m. Sunday School
Worship
10:45 a.m. Morning
Topic: "Christ the King"
7:00 p.m. Evening Worship
Topic: "Christian Assurance"

P

Because it flatters you so smartly...odds
bright flash to your newest prints, your
softest pastels..,the two pumps, dotted with
Petit, and the 'T• strap sandal are oho in
black or army russet coif.

5.

Undely, Am 1
r110113', Kuttatee
on, hthicedontZ
er Pond, NZ
nn, and White
°111 forget Vie
tons in your
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Women's Page
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Dorothy Ann Davis

Society. Personals
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Not April?

Duncan - Brown

Birthday Dinner

Dean-Baker

P.eitdootaii

Sunday, April 7, a birthday
Mrs. J. T. McDonald has redinner was given at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Ward, in turned from a three months' stay
honor of Mrs. Ward's 91st birth- with her sister, Mrs. F. K. Mc-1
day. Fifty-one persons were pres- Donald, in Evansville.
ent, bringing baskets of food
Mrs Bergitta Ratliff, Lexing
and gilts. Dinner was served bn ton, spent several days with Mr
ceremony.
taken
were
the lawn and pictures
and Mrs. Charles Ratliff t
The bride wore a dusty rose
of the table, with Mrs. Ward week.
woolen suit with powder blue
holding two birthday cakes.
Mr. and Mrs. Steger Dollar
accessories. Her shoulder corsage
Present were Mr. and Mrs. Bowling Green, spent last week
wore
she
and
was of carnations
G. L. Price and Bobby, of Padu- end with Mr. and Mrs. Diqu
an heirloom pin of her mother's. cah; Mr. and Mrs. R. W. Keller
Eldred and family, W. Mai
Mrs. Baker is the youngest and daughter, Anna Lee, of Hopstreet.
daughter of the late Mr. and kinsville; Mr. and Mrs. Murl
Mrs. W. L. Granstaff has re
Mrs. T. M. Dean, Crittenden Keller and son, Wayne; Mr. acid
turned home from the I. C. Hos
county. She was graduated from Mrs. Emery Keller, Mr. and Mrs.
pital, Paducah, where she under
Shady Grove High School and Dewey Keller and son, Percy, went treatment last week.
Kentucky John Keller and son, Chester, all
attended We
Mrs. Earl Hightower, the for
Teachers College, Bowling Green, of Cerulean; William Darnell, mar Laurine Dale Jones, of Ft
and taught in the Crittenden Bobby Howell and a friend Knox, left Wednesday mornin
county schools several years.
from Evansville.
after several days' visit with her
Mr. Baker is the son of the
Mr. and Mrs. Jess Carmack parents, Mr. and. Mrs. C. B.
late Mr. and Mrs. Ross Baker, and Jimmie; Mr. and Mrs. Bub Jones, Route 1. She will Jo'
and is a graduate of Fredonia Davenport and sons, Noel Ray her husband in Denver, Colo
Bronson - Hight
High School. He was employed and Deward Wayne; Mrs. H. T. June 1.
Mrs. A. N. Miller, N. Jeffer by the Valley Grocery company Darnell, Mrs. Jimmie Ward; Mr.
Mrs. Hewlett McGregor, Mem
the
marriage
on street, announces
for some years. He is engaged and Mrs. Elmer Glass and son, phis, Tenn., is visiting relative
of her daughter, Ellen Bronson, in farming and has an interest Marvin; Mr. and Mrs. Milton
here.
to Mr. C. L. Hight, April 5, a in the Fredonia VAley Quarries. Ward; Mr. and Mrs. Clyman
Mrs. Ernestine Jennings, Louis
Hopkinsville, the Rev. .7. T.
The couple left immediately Ward and sons, Norman and ville, spent Wednesday here wit
Lewis officiating.
after the ceremony for an ex- Douglas; Mr. and Mrs. Marshall friends.
tended trip through the eastern Ward and son, Philip; Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. Allan Rice an
part of the State. The couple Mrs. R. B. Ward and sons, sons and Billy Robinson, all o
Mrs.
and
Mr.
will be at home to their friends Louard and Tony;
Central City, spent Sunday
in Fredonia after their return. Marvin Ward and daughter, Dor- afternoon with Mrs. Rice's par
is Yvonne; Miss Mary Lois ents, Mr. and Mrs. B. G. HarThomas, of Princeton; Mr. and rington, N. Jefferson street. •
Tabor- Beavers
Mrs. Jim Ward, Sid Glass and
Mrs. Melba Tabor and Frank
Otho Keller, of Dawson Springs.
We give special attention to special orders, Beavers, both of Fredonia, were The large birthday cake was The
married in Marion Wednesday cut by Mrs. Ward.
afternoon, April 3, the Rev. W.
irthday and wedding cakes.
W. Rutherford reading the single
ring ceremony in the parsonage.
Mrs. Beavers wore beige for
her bridal dress and her accessories were blue.
Mr. and Mrs. Spencer Orange,
The bridegroom served in Iran Dawson Springs, Route 3, on
is pleased to announce
and when discharged, returned the birth of a daughter, Janice
that
to his position with the Valley
o, April 3.
Grocery Co., Fredonia.
and
Mrs. W. B. Brooks left Sunay for her home in Sturgis after
The So And Sew Club
veral days' visit with her
The So and Sew Club me
Tuesday, April 2, with Mrs. aughter, Mrs. H. A. Goodwin
George Stevens at her home o and Mr. Goodwin, Hopkinsville
N. Jefferson street. During the treet. She previously spent sevthe
business session, members vot
eral days with her daughter, is in charge of
b Owen,.veteran, in charge of our baking. to contribute $5 to the cance Mrs. D. F. Nisbit, and family, ready-to-w e a r departdrive.
Louisville.
ment.
The remainder of the after
E.
C.
and
Jones
Sam
hortt,
bridge
playing
was
spent
noon
the hostess served refresh- Kercheval.
She invites her friends
Bob Hawkins and
oward Stone
The next meeting will be held
ments to: Mesdames Robe
come in and see her.
to
pril 16 with Mrs. Frank WilParsley, Hugh Skees, J. H. Stin
(Next to Market St. Red Front Store)

ril then not April any
e,
in green door
bed for violets and gilded
ows,
soft-spread pillows
upon the stones beside
brook?
ook—oh, look!
moon a high and silver
er showing
winds are blowing
andle of the night, a soft
e flame!
the same.
in the pond, small chilly
trels stringing
lutes and singing
ly and sweet, of old loves
and found.
ear goes round.
does the heart twine back
ugh trellised years?
pinning spheres
back so many things they
to flight—
then tonight
with apple-mist upon the
h,
pril now?
— Yetza Gillespie

ockland, lde.
ted Alvin Frootof,
ch he had loaded'
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radii
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French didn't mini
to take the gym
p next day
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Mr. and Mrs. S. T. Duncan
Eddyville, announce the mar
riage of their daughter, Lenora
to Richard Brown, son of Mr
and Mrs. H. D. Brown, Locus
street. The single ring ceremon
took place in Hopkinsville Friday, March 26, at the home o
the officiating minister, the Rev
P. C. Walker.
The bride wore pink wit
black accessories and a corsage
of white carnations. A graduate
of Eddyville High School, sh
attended Draughon's Busine
College in Paducah, and for th
last 5 years has been employ
at the AAA office in Eddyville.
The bridegroom is a graduat
of Butler High School and h
been in the Army the last 3
years.
The couple is at home at 11
Locust street.

Miss Ida Marion Dean of Marion, and Charles W. Baker of
Fredonia, were married in Marion Wednesday evening in the
home of Rev. J. D. Phelps, who
read the impressive single ring

he Princeton Bakery

The Leader
Congratulates

Hot Do-Nuts

getiefiated
Stale
hfia.
giepheatt

Pies- a specialty

B41#194 ;Oita the

hweliedi

HATS
. . . The Fashion Headliners of
this "Sentimental" Season .. .

•

Feast your eyes on this collection of
• See our collection of
Suits, Coats and Dresses

marvelous example

— many styles to choose

hats. All the leading trends— flowers

f rom — accessories to

galore, feminine drapings, bows, rib-

match.

bons, veils. The hat you want is here.

Bennet . . . .

Quality
Is The Priceless

of our famour label

Styles for every type—every age. All

•

the new Spring colors.
(Illustration used in this ad is similar.)

CcIdnamers
"Princeton's Finest Department Store"

LoHie Moon Circle

easteii

glamour hats for Easter! Each one a

The Lottie Moon Circle of the
First Baptist Church met at the
home of Mrs. Alvin Lisanby
Tuesday night, April 2, for its
regular monthly meeting, with
10 members and four visitors
present.
The devotional, from Matthew,
was given by the president, Mrs.
Ernest Childress. Mrs. Robert
Jacob had charge of the pro-

gram, assisted by Mrs. Hugh
Skees, Mrs. Ernest Childress,
Mrs. Claude Koltinsky, Mrs. Gordon Glenn, Miss Mary Wilson
Baker, Miss Gwen Booker and
Miss Melville Young.
Present were Mesdames Cecil
Smith, Ernest Childress, Claude
Koltinsky, Paul Dorroh, Alvin
Lisanby, Gordon Glenn, Robert
Jacob; Misses Mary Wilson Baker, Melville Young and Gwen

Booker. New members were
Mesdames Urey Nichols, Frank
Wilson, Millard Moore and Hugh
Skees. '
The hostess, assilted by Mrs.
Dorroh, served a plate lunch,
after which the meeting adjourned to meet at the home of Mrs.
Paul Dorroh in May.
Registration of births was not
compulsory in England until 18711.

easiefi q44e1144w,4!

Ingredient of
Good Merchandise

To our friends:
Price alone does not determine value. Often
we have thought that too much stress is placed
upon price and not sufficient consideration given
to the underlying essential of good merchandise
. . . quality. Without this priceless ingredient
the meaning of value is distorted.

Notionally
Advertised

During 40 years of earnest effort to merchandise
honestly and reliably, it has always been our
contention that quality should be the primary
requisite when considering things for the home.
Good furniture is an investment. It should be
chosen with the expectancy of a long an happy
association. Enduring pleasure is the reward
of astuteness and wisdom when buying things
of beauty for the home.

Distinctive Furniture

• so smartty.• • ackhvto
prints,
ur nowttst
dotted wl
pumps,
two
strap sandal an

y rvsset colt.

The crowning glory of your Easter outfit ... your Easter Bionnetl
'How you'll love the little calot with the ea.--muffs made of blossoms—the shiny straw, postilion sailor—the forward tilted, rose
be-decked pillbox and the straw circlet with the gardenias whispering in your ear. Yes, you'll love them all and they're all right
here awaiting your selection.

ia

$7.95

to $15.00

For Every Home

Morgan's
Princeton Furniture & Undertaking Co.
40 Years of Dependable Service

C.

Princeton 4

Hopkinsville
•

PHONIC 3*

NIGHT Is

A warm Easter greeting
Especially to say
That many good wishes
Are with you today;
May your Easter be happy,
May all the year, too,
Bring luck and good fortune
In all that you do.
With the coming of another happy Easter, we want to pause for
a moment to send every good wish—and to thank you for your
past friendship and patronage.
More and more, as time goes by, we realize that business success
is founded oil the friendship of customers like yourself. We
deeply appreciate this friendship and good will, and we will always strive to merit a continuation of your patronage.
May your Easter be bubbling over with happiness—and may the
months and years to come be full of the things your heart desires.

Mrs. Lillie F. Murphy
and Employees

syste
Of R

KENTUCKY
THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON,

DEPENDABLE
INSURANC

Monuments

NOTICE

dure
New regulations and proce
governing loans made to eligins
ble World War II vetera
isthrough the Veterans Admin
tration under Title III of the
Servicemen's Readjustment Act
have been sent to all lending
institutions throughout Kentucky, according to a statement issued today by Leo F. Whalen,
loan guarantee officer, Veterans
Administration Center, Lexing-

ng
The following described tax bills representi
and
State
ble
tangi
the 1945 taxes on real estate and
together
County School Taxes, and the amount shown
at pubsale
for
with all costs thereon, will be offered
Ky.,
eton,
Princ
in
1k auction at the Courthouse door
of
s
hour
the
een
on Monday, April 15, 1946, betw
10 a.m. and 2 p.m.

In all price ranges.
See us before buying.

to a
leder
• releabed
110400, grou
•

John Davis & Son John E. Young A

eral Right, $81.25
Crisp Martha, 200 A., $3.89
ton.
Dearing Cline C. (N. R.), 184 A.,
Additional details concerning
*25.07
new provisions may be
$14.a5
,
these
Tang.
N.,
John
fox Rev.
by contacting any lended
$9.67
A.,
obtain
23
Harmon Jessie Mrs.,
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Our cap on a bottle of
pasteurized milk is your
guarantee of purity, sanitation and quality.

is health insurance! Serve
it at every meal.

Your

family will not only enjoy
the creamy texture and
delicious taste of our pure,
rich pasteurized milk, but
they will thrive on it. Ar-

STEVENS

range to have a quart or
more in your refrigerator
at all times. It's perfect as
a beverage •with in-be-

Successor To

DARIUS DYER

tween meal snacks.
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by an exclusive method to retain all the rich,
Oil
oiliness. Try D-X Motor
on a Money-Back Guarantee!
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The Bell Telephone System
•nufactured more than 50 permade in the
nt of all radars
the war,
during
States
ited
cording to a statement in a
klet "Radar and Your Teleone", released last week by
Motion, group manager of
company.
e telephone
Even before Pearl Harbor, the
11 System had developed and
nufactured fire-coripol radars
d installed them on several
•vy ships. Since Pearl Harbor,
'th the aid of hundreds of
b-contractors, it supplied more
an 56,000 radars valued at alst $900,000,000 and involving
different types ranging from
ter plane units weighing no
•re than a man to massive 35
land-based installaties.
The Bell Telephone iaboraies and the Western Electric
mpany, the Bell System's manacturing branch, were jointly
-igned substantial responsibty for the radars which pointour Navy's guns, guided subrines to their prey and Army
mbers to their objectives. They
,ented, developed and manutured radar for the Army,
vy and Marine Corps in every
Id of use.
Wartime telephone research
s opened new doors to revolunary advances in electrical
munication. The Bell Sys's energies which were contrated for war are now turntoward improving the teleone service of tomorrow.
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The first gredt
Alexandria, Egypt, became a
naval base more than 2,000 years painter was Giotto (1270-1
ago, when Alexander the Great who painted in fresco on w
founded it to aid in his cam- Most snakes' venom is secre
In modified salivary glands
paign against Persia.
The Cataphrygians of the sec- cated on each side of the
Treating tobacco plant beds
head. ,
with bluestone Fuld lime to pre- ond century baptized their dead. tenor portion • of the
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spot was one of the eight goals
For PERFECT SPREADS
set up by tobacco growers in
which
use a
Clark county. Other points
they recommended are noted by
The Machine that Made LIME
Popular. Many New Models,
Farm Agent Eugene Culton, Jr.:
Stool Bodies—Elan and Roller
I. Make use of tobacco stalks
Soaring. Throughout.
and manure to combat potash
WRITE
CALL
or
for
Now,
rum.PARTICULAR/ and RECOMMENDATIONS
and nitrogen shortages.
2. Cultivate on the contour
and use cover crops to prevent
Incorporated
erosion.
Owensboro, Ky.
Third & Daviess Sts.
to
3. Leave sodded waterways
Built by BAUOIIMAN matruracTuRnoci CO..Ins. — Footmen% Jormomr/no.
prevent gullies.
mennew.iiiii111111111.1.111111116111.1.11iiiiiiii10111111111411iiiiiii101111114110111118101.61111.111111.11619111MIONI
4. Put plant beds in new sites
in the open.
5, Grow root-rot resistant varieties.
6. Plow under applications of
1,000 pounds or more of fertilizer per acre, and apply 800
pounds at the row.
7. Use legume cover crops to
furnish nitrogen, potash and humus when land is to be used
Phone
more than one year.

Farmers Set Up
Tobacco Goals

BAUGHMAN

Feldhaus -Schwartz Co.

RED TROOPS MARCH OUT OF IRANIAN CITY— Russian troops march through the eastern Iranian city of Meshed during evacuation movement March 2. Withdrawal of Red Army troops from Iran under long-range scrutiny of the United Nations Security
Council, may be followed quickly by the election of a new Majlis (Parliament), which doubtless will be faced with immediate pressure from the "Big Three" contenders for commercial oil concessions. (AP Wirephoto)

Dairy Herd Sold
W. H. Wakefield of Bullitt
county sold his herd of 52 high
grade Jersey cows for an average of $170 each. The herd, one
of the largest in the county, according to Farm Agent H. E.
Rothwell, was sold because of
labor problems.

Farmers Testing
Grasses, Legumes

Farmers in 40 counties are cooperating with county agents
and the University of Kentucky
College of Agriculture and Home
Economics in testing the growing and feeding qualities of eight
Sophocles wrote 113 tragedies. kinds of grasses and nine kinds
of legumes.
The grasses include Ky. 31
fescue, alta fescue, redtop, orchard grass, timothy, ryegrass,
Canada bluegrass and Kentucky
bluegrass.
The legumes are black medic,
sweet clover, Kentucky white
clover, ladino clover, sericea lespedeza, alfalfa, southern select
clover, Ky. 215 clover and Cumberland clover.
Plantings of roots of Coastal
Plains Bermuda grass are being
made by farmers in 25 eastern
Kentucky counties. Seven new
strains of Bermuda grass were
tried in four counties last year
and about 60 farmers in 40 counties last fall started tests to
compare ladino and Kentucky
white clovers. Seven new strains
of Bermuda grass were planted
in four counties in 1945.

RE-CAP
NOW!

moothes it, helps d
balance it needs

THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY

Warm weather will soon
be here. Recap those
slick tires and you will
have no worries for your
summer driving.
New tires are still very
scarce and it will save
you money to recap.

Named County
Corn Champion

Complete Shop
Expert Workmansnip
Princeton Tire & Recapping Co.
Beesley Bldg.

Tel. 559

Named Green county corn
champion, Melvin Salisman, a
high school boy, was awarded
$15 for having produced more
than 89 bushels of corn to the
,--cre last year. Young Salisman
grew Ky. 103 yellow hybrid,
said Farm Agent John H. Ewing, Jr., applying 300 pounds of
arrunoniuna nitrate and 400
pounds of 4-12-8 fertilizer to the
acre. .

Homemakers Learn
Millinery Tricks
Members of homemakers' clubs
in Fleming county have beaten
the high cost of spring hats by
learning millinery tricks from
Miss Dorothy Threlkeld, specialist at the Kentucky College of
Agriculture and Home Economics. Mrs. Wade Cooper, leader
of the Tilton Club, successfully
painted a red straw hat navy
blue, while Mrs. Clifton Fizer,
a leader of the Johnson Club,
cut down a broad brimmed hat,
then inserted ribbon pleating between the new double edged
brim. Other homemakers renewed season-old hats with shellac
and alcohol, ribbon trimmings
or stiffened veilings.

4-H Rally In Jackson
Results of 25 years of 4-H club
work in Jackson county were
pointed out to 360 club members
and their parents by the Rev.
F. H. DeJong, community leader, at the county-wide spring
rally held at McKee. Oother features of the program included
a style show and an exhibit of
189 articles of clothing made by
69 girls, 100 record books of
members, and woodworking and
other craft pieces. Music by a
20-piece band, made up largely
of 4-H'ers, was led by Nicholas
Gosslink.

Only 4 Winter Book

Favorites Won Derby

A long range program for development of rural Kentucky
will be one of the subjects discussed at the ninth annuhl Rural Leadership Institute at the
University of Kentucky May 79. The institute will be sponsored by the Kentucky Rural
Church Council and the State
College of Agriculture and Home
Economics,
Dr. Arthur W. Hewit, noted
author and lecturer and pastor
of a town and country church
at North Field, Vermont, will
give four lectures and conduct
discussions on "The Task of
Town and Country Pastors."
Other subjects of the institute
include "The Church and Youth,"
"Religion and Health," "The
Minister and the County Agent,"
"Cooperation a Key to Success,"
"Beautifying Church Grounds,"
and "Is Rural Church Decline
Inevitable?"
Attending the institute will
be pastors, social workers, health
officers, educators, county and
home agents, and laymen. Announcement of the institute says
"the church people of Lexington will provide lodging for all
who register in advance."
Fleet in 1943.
During this 27-year stretch,
seven of the early favorites failed to start.

Concrete
Blocks
Ky. HI-Products

On 10 farms in Carter county,
small acreages of ladino clover
will be sown to determine the
value of the crop for pasture.
Kentucky 16 or Ky. 41-A tobaccn will be grown by the majority of farmers in Marshall
county.
It is predicted that for the
first time hybrid corn will be
grown in every community in
Bell county.

Lemon Juice Recipe Checks
Rheumatic Pain Quickly
If you oilier from rheumatic, asthrineuritis pain, try this simple
tie or
thousands
recipe that
home
me:pensive
of Ru.E:
package
a
wing. Get
are
Compound, a 2 weeks' supply today. Mix
it with • quart of water, add the
juice of 4 kmons. It's easy. pleasant
and no trouble at all. You need only I
tablespoonfuls two time, a day. Often
hours — sometime. CIV<I•
48
within
ruult. are obtained.
night — splendid
leave
quickly
not
do
pains
the
If
arid if you do not feel better, 50E.
will coot you nothing to uy as it ía
sold by your druggat under an Aber
Rip&
guarantor.
money-back
lute
Compound is foe sale and recommended by

DAWSON'S DRUG STuRE

N4lid'
LAXATIVE?
Black-Draught is
1-Usually prompt
2-Usually thorough
3-Always sconomical

25
to
40
doses
only
250

Louisville, Ky. (IP) — Records
since 1919 show the odds to he
almost 7 to 1 against the winter
book favorite winning the Kentucky Derby.
Only four winter book favorites have won the Derby during
that time. They were Morvich
in 1922, Reigh Count in 1928,
The goldfish sings as it flies. Gallant Fox in 1930 and Count
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be the HIT OF THE EASTER

CABS

PARADE if you have

3 Cars on Duty Day and Nit.
Headquarters opposite
R. R. Depot and non Hotel

it Satnitone cleaned

Courteous Treatment

This Week...

and

Efficient Service

PRONE
* Colors refreshed
* Texture restored
* Fit and style renewed

We go any where at any time

er Press Myr in
* No "dry cleaning" odor

FLUSH KIDNEY URINE
Benefit wonderfully from famous
decter's discovery that relieves
backache, run-down.feeling due
to excess acidity in the urine
•BPS BARN PAINT RED is a rich, full-bodied exterior paint that can be
liberally reduced with linseed oil ... reducing the cost.
•BPS BARN PAINT RED dries with a good gloss ... holds Its bright
red color ... The tough, protective coating resists weather and does
not fade out like so many of the cheaper barn points often do.
•Spreads on easily and has remarkable hiding qualities.

Also for
METAL ROOFS
Long wearing, weatherresisting qualities of BPS
BARN PAINT RED make
It the ideal paint to use
an galvanized iron Or
tin roofs.

Use it on barns, silos,
outbuildings, bridges,
warehouses and all wood,
brick or metal surfaces.

Certainly there's going to be a rush between
now and Easter!
But you still have a week to get our usual
prompt service and extra-careful workmanship!
You can still GET IN AHEAD OF THE
RUSH—if you will send your clothes to us
this week.
Enjoy that "first time I wore it" feeling
again in the Easter Parade, by giving your
clothes all the benefit of our Sanitone
cleaning

resets everywhere are finding amazing
Melia from painful symptoms of .,ladder
irritation caused by *ace« acidity in the
urine. DR. KILMRR'S SWAMP ROOT
pets fast on the kidneys to ease discomfort
by promoting the flow of urine. This pure
herbal asedickis Is *specially welcomes
where bladder Irritation due to excess
acidity is responeible for "getting up at
sight". A carefully blended combination
of IS herbs, roots, vegetables, indiums; Dr.
Kilemer's contain• nothing harsh, is absolutely non-habit forming. Jul« good ingredients that many people *ay bees •
tssfrrodene offset.
Send for from, prepaid sample TODAY!
Um thousands of MMus you'll be glad
that you did. Bond sumo and address to
sent A, Kilmer II Co., Inc, Doe
rarStamford, Conn. Offer limited. Send
MIS... AU druggists soil Swamp Root.

W. H. Johnson
J. Y. O'Hannon

For Immediate
Delivery On
MONUMENTS

Only 7.98

PER GAL -

1411,1 IIIIAUTY WITH PATTIRSON-SAROINT PAINTS

McGough hint & Wallpaper Store
"The Complete Point Store"
Princeton, Ky.

W. Court Square

Phone 762

SEE OUR STOCK—THE
LARGEST IN WEST KY.

Paducah Granite
Marble, Stone Co.
401 South 3rd Street
Padua*, ISouteohy
now 711

Phone
97

Phone
197

• Eight

THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY
SALE—Baby crib, water salter, 421 E Market.
FOR SALE—Black English bull, FOR
mattress and stroller in FOR SALE —
proof
cows
milk
three
papers;
with
New truck
See Mrs. Earl
conciitIon.
good
DaConnie
and tubes; third grade
and three heifers.
PrinceSt.,
FOR TRUCKING and Hauling
Stone
310
Bryant,
vis. Phone 206-M, Princeton,
and tubes; some good
ltp
call William S. Guess at 338-J,
ton, Ky.
Route 3, on Harold McGowan
truck tires and tubes; 1
Service Cab Co., opposite
21
farm.
inch tire and tube, Also
CHICKS EARLY.—
ORDER
Princeton Hotel and I. C. De.
automobile wheels. Cornick
1tc WE have Sour and Dill pickles
Avoid delays in delivery. See
pot.
Co.
the chicks you are buying.
in gallon and quart size jars
Blood-tested,
FOR SALE—Oldsmobile, 4-door
now.
orders
Book
493.
2t
Phone
Store.
Cash
Cash's
BUY CHICKS NEAR 1101a,
sedan. Tires good, motor in
U. S. Approved Pullorurn conAvoid chilling. Place 0
good condition. Call 338-J, WE have plenty of spring clip
trolled. Paramount Hatchery,
now. All popular breeds
ti
clothes pins as long as they
Service Cab Co., opposite
Eddyville, Phone 9002.
carefully selected flocks.
2t
last. Cash's Cash Grocery
Princeton Hotel and I. C. Demount Hatchery, Edd
FOR SALE-1939 Ford Station
ltc
pot.
controlled
Phone 3062.
HELM'S pullorum
Wagon—ceiling. Hugh J. Hunchicks—immediate delivery—
FOR SALE—One rolled-top desk;
holder four worlds' records
one filing cabinet and telebulletins--Helm's
phone table and chair. See
—brooding
across from
HATCHERY
ltp
Dr. I. Z. Barber.
hitchyard—Princeton.
WANTED AT ONCE-,A good reliable boy. One that is willing WANTED FARM SALESMAN—
Experience not necessary. Preto work and do anything in
store and not smoke cigarettes,
ference given to applicants
chew tobacco, drink, swear or
located in small towns or on
want to attend all picture
trunk highways age 21 to 60.
A good sofa bed will work wonders . . . more
shows and ball games. Cash's
Write
W. Vorhis, Supervis2t
Cash Gro. Phone 493.
or, 1796 Arcade Bldg., St.
living space in your home. Solving the' extra
Louis, Mo.
2tp

'CLASSIFIED ADS
Training To Begin In
September For Former
Service Men

(By Associated Press)
be "unrealistic" to continue the
Washington — The Govern- ban on shorty coats "at a time
ment this week lifted its ban on when clothing supplies are exApproximately 100 veterans some of the clothing frills the tremely tight. Any move to
heard B. G. Moore, district super- ladies have had to go without keep coats already made off the
intendent of vocational agri- for 3 years.
market would serve only to
culture of the State Department
The Civilian Production Ad- punish violators "at the expense
of Education at the courthouse ministration put its 0. K. on of clothes-hungry consumers,"
Tuesday, when he explained pur- double cuffs, pocket flaps and C. P. A. said.
What happens to producers
pose of the farm training pro- belts for a number of apparel
who violated the order? C. P. A.
gram for veterans.
items.
Mr. Moore said persons eligiIt also revoked an order which said it might take compliance
ble to participate in this program was supposed- to prohibit manu- action "against manufacturers
must be engaged principally in facture of co-called "shorty" who made and sold coats at a
14•agriculture and must have a 154 coats, but which recently had time when such action was clear.1 1,ntan-unit farm program. Any been widely violated, the agency ly prohibited."
In lifting restrictions on frills,
V; approved project requiring 10 said.
l• hours of labor is considered a
C. P. A. said revocation of the C. P. A. said so-called French
I one-man unit, he said. In addi- order would permit immediate or double cuffs may be used
on
women's dresses,
tion• to these requirements he sale of such coats—an official again
must attend school 250 hours a said there were "thousands"— blouses, coats, and neckwear.
year and have at least two visits which were ruled off the market And its all right to put decorative
and pocket flaps on these apIta month from a farm supervisor. by the agency a few days ago.
'He will receive $90 a month if
The regulation, effective in parel items as well as on a
married and $65 per month if April, 1943, when 33-inch coats number of other garments for
• a single non-disabled veteran, he were the fashion, had limited women and children.
Belts and belt loops will be
coat lengths to 33 inches to conTwenty veterans expressed serve cloth. Although shorty permitted on women's and chiltheir interest in this program, coats are only about 25 inches dren's skirts and slacks.
f Which is expected to begin in long, C. P. A. had banned them
According to legend, S* AnI this county in September, with on the ground that they defeated
.! courses to be taught in high the purpose of the order, with thony lived to the age of 105 on
12 ounces of bread and water
schools of the city and county. this reasoning:
"Trade experience has shown daily.
The skeleton of the dome of
The United States has more that large numbers of women
than 335 varieties of rats and who normally would not buy the capitol at Washington is
mice.
a new coat inject a heavy de- made of iron.
In colonial days, the American mand into the market when
;Indians dried and smoked oys- manufacturers promote new style
trends which make existing apters.
Libitina was the Roman god- parel unfashionable."
dess of funerals.
But the agency said it would

Spring Filled Sofa Beds

HAS SEVEN WIVES — Merchant Seaman Joseph Varga,
34, Milwaukee, Wis., who told
detectives he ha& seven undivorced wives, is charged
with violating probation in
abandonment of six children
and mother, whom he never
wed. (AP Wirephoto)

Army Boots Rot

Johannesburg -.-(JP)— Because FOR SALE-1941 Ford; 2-door
deluxe; radio and, heater. Call
businessmen objected to their
745-W.
It
sale,'750,000 pairs of army boots
are rotting at Roberts Heights.
BUY CHICKS NOW.—.Early
They are slightly used and it
chicks produce early fall laywas planned to have them re- ers. Early
chicks produce broilpaired by disabled ex-soldiers
ers for early
high-priced
and placed on the market. Fears
markets. Paramount Hatchery,
were expressed, however, as to
Eddyville, Phone 3082.
tf
A young blue whale puts on the effect this would have on the
weight at the average of 220 civilian retail boot trade and the FOR SALE — One registered
pounds a day.
scheme was abandoned. Now noHereford bull, 2-year-old, conRounded stones were used as body knows what to do with
dition good. See or call Mack
projectiles in early cannons.
the boots.
Spickard, 209-W
1tp

For Case NCM Hay Baler
Can Be Installed
in 1 Hour

price $165.00
See them at our store

Mitchell Implement
Company
Phone 242

He Was Down To 115 Llbs.
And Could Hardly Eat,
Sleep Or Work. Says Mr.
Caudle. Feels Like Different Person Now.
" I was about to give up my
job, but I regained sixteen
pounds taking Retonga and I
feel like a different person,"
gratefully declares Mr. R. B.
Caudle, 107 Mississippi Ave.,
Knoxville, Tenn. Mr. Caudle's
work as elevator inspector has
called him to practically every
state in the union. His home
originally was in Sylacauga, Ala.
Discussing Retonga Mr. Caudle
happily continued;
"For about seven years I
seemed to go from bad to worse.
I practically lost all desire for
food and what little I ate caused
so much bloating in my stomach
that at times I felt like I would
pass out. I finally got down to
only one hundred and fifteen
pounds. I had to take a laxative
every day. I was so restless at
night that it seemed to me that
I was up and down all night
long.
"Retonga soon gave me so
much relief that my appetite
returned and I now eat any-

bedroom problem. The new soft beds are very
charming by day, and completely comfortable
by night. Each suite has large storage space

$69.95 up

All persons interested in entering the contest are requested
to be at the Butler High School Auditorium by 6:30 o'clock Saturday afternoon, April 20,

Sponsored by

Princeton Junior Chamber
Commerce

;.
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Here is the farm you have been waiting
for —154 acres; 2 miles West of Princeton —2

• add-y •
Aka
Loki;
than
three m'

nice dwellings; 3 barns; electricity; 2 wells; one
spring; 4 acres in timber—all tillable.

$15,800

wiou.th
t ,t off
. federal
"save
than
foreseen

Several other nice farms for immediate sale.
Mr. IL B. Caudle
hing. I sleep well and I wake
p feeling fine. For the first
ime in years I don't have to
ake strong laxatives. Retonga
was a blessing to me."
Retonga is intended to relieve distress due to Vitamin
B-1 deficiency, constipation, insufficient flow of digestive juices
the stomach, and loss of apite. Accept no substitute. Reonga may be obtained at
awson's Drug Store,
—adv.

has
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For Sale!

C. A. WOODALL
red
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Insurance and Real Estate
Princeton, Ky.

Phones 54, Res. 175

Tune in WPAD, Paducah, between 4 and
5 o'clock for descriptions of valuable property
For sale.
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Hopkinsville's Leading Home Furnishers
shorts
'Mier beat
Mr. •
stocks
. • by war.
he
give
remis.to
models.
• if the
coal m'.
knoek
he said in
lueY.
• recent
7,D00.000 ,

Butler Auditorium
1st prize, $25; 2nd prize, $10; 3rd prize $5
1st prize $12.50; 2nd prize $7.50
1st prize $10.00; 2nd prize $5.00

USepr:Only
iCeSS.

Are Job

before

Beginning at 8:00 P.M.

Old Fiddler
String Band
Guitar Solo

OtitpUf Of

for your linens.

Saturday, April 20, 1946
There will be a musical contest featuring Old Fiddlers,
String Bands and Guitars. The contest is open to all residents of
Caldwell and adjoining counties and the following prizes will be
given in cash:

ourn• 74 ,
S,
Nits Reo
presiden

a.

INSPECTOR REGAINS
16 LBS. TAKING RETONGA

Dust
Remover

(1^-„nuts0110

WILL THEY PVT THAT NEW PLANT?
town can stand still and prosper.
NoEither it advances through the vision and planning of its civic leaders, or
it goes to seed, drained of its people and
resources by its more progressive neighbors. And no state is more progressive
than the sum of its towns.
It's up to you civic leaders, you men
with whom the community moves either
forward or backward, to see that your
town leads the way. Industry begets industry onward and upward to a more
enterprising and alert town,a town with
•future.
It's your home town today. Tomorrow it will be your son's. Leave him •
place in which to prosper. You can'tlet
George do it. YOU are that civic leader.
YOU are your home town.

Kentucky HAS what it takes to get
new industries. More than 30 new ones
were established in the state during
1944-45. And not one has ever questioned local electricity costs. No industry,
plant, or factory has ever refused to
come to any town served by Kentucky
Utilities because the price of electricity
was too high.
Our Industrial Department is always
ready to aid your community leaders.
We will help you find out what kind of
Industry or new business you want, and
then work with you in a program aimed
at teaching your goal. Our contacts
with industries, marketing agencies, research experts,and other business managed power companies enable usto assist
your town in developing its potential
resources.

KENTUCKY UTILITIES
COMPANY
INCOPWORATED
Working for

the Welfare qf Kentucky in in

Communities

SETTIIII TIE STAR
FOR
A SETTER
HOVE T01,11
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If You Believe In Individoal Enterprise,
Say So Often . .. In The Leader

Princeton, Kentucky, Thursday, April 11, 1946
New President Of Vassar
Will Speak At U. K.

Lt. Corn. C. M. Wood,Jr. Missing
12 Months, Is Officially Dead

Sarah G. Blanding, newly
elected president of Vassar College and University of Kentuc- Secretary Of Navy
ky alumna, will be the speaker
Advises Parents Of
Output Of Goods And
at the University's second annual Honors Day convocation, Princeton Flier Of
Services Still Going
May 14. Dr. Herman Lee DonoSon's Last Action In
Up; Only 3 Million
van, president of the University
South
Pacific
Jobless
will preside, and Edward A.
Are
Following 12 months during
tit, A...elated rress)
Bary, Bellevue, president of the
Washington — President Trustudent YMCA, will give a brief which his name has been carried
address as a representative of on the Navy's records as "mishas announced production
the student body.
American civilians has alsing," Lieutenant Commander
ady zoomed to record-shatterCharles Mills Wood, Jr., United
heights, but warned that proStates Navy, has been officially
ligation of the coal
declared deceased, his parents,
strike
Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Wood, Hopuld wipe out that progress.
kinsville street, were notified by
The output of goods and serJames Forrestal, Secretary of
es "is still going up" after
ming a level higher "than
Increase Fixed By Board the Navy, last week.
Lieut. Commander Wood was
er before in the nation's hisAmounts To 171
/
2 Per- graduated from the U. S. Naval
y," Mr. Truman reported, emAcademy at Annapolis in 1940,
cent, Johnston Says
yment is "building up steadChicago, April 9 — The fol- and first served with the Pacific
and wage payments have
lowing statement on wage pol- Fleet. He transferred to the
bed back to near the V-J
PRESIDENT TRUMAN SPEAKS AT ARMY DAY OBSERVANCE — President Harry S. Tru- icy was addressed to all Illinois Naval Air Corps 2 years later.
y level despite strikes.
The President issued his.state- man (left, on dais) speaks in Soldier Field, Chicago, Ill., in an Army Day observance. He Central System employes by W. He was awarded the Air Medal.
nt in releasing, at a news con- priiclaimed a "universal" foreign policy aimed at stopping aggression everywhere and calling A. Johnston, president of the His widow, the former Nell Rice
Wynn, and little son, C. M., III,
railroad:
ence, a rose-tinted quarterly for powerful military reserves. Crowd is estimated at upwards of 70,000. (AP Photo)
reside at Providence.
ort prepared by Reconversion
"The two arbitration boards
The official communication
have rendered decisions awardector John F. Snyder.
from Secretary Forrestal follows:
ing an increase of 16 cents an
Snyder said Civilian produc27 March 1946
hour in the wages of employes
n had hit a $150,000,000,000
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Mills Wood
whose
cal rate in the quarter just
requests
for
increased
pay 502 Hopkinsville
By Dorothy Brasher
of her daughter, Mrs. Lawrence
Street
were
submitted to arbitration.
sed — "unprecedented in our
Mrs. John Quertermous and Baldwin while there.
Princeton, Kentucky
Construction of a $1,000,000 "In the case of the Illinois Cen• cetime history"—and would
My dear Mr. and Mrs. Wood:
sons, Owen and Charles, were in
Mr. and Mrs. James Eldridge,
tral, this increase amounts to
"several billion dollars" highYour son, Lieutenant CommanMurray Sunday visiting Mr. and Sturgis, are visiting his parents, Fine Arts building, to house the
by mid-year. He went on:
171
/
2
percent.
departments
This
pf
leaves
music,
art,
still der Charles Mills Wood, Jr.,
the
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Eldridge, of
Mrs. Steve Jones.
to
be
he jobless now number adecided
the requests of United States Navy,
Guignol theatre and classes in
Mrs. Jimmie Brasher spent Fredonia, this week.
has been
d 3,000,000, will not aver- the
speech, has been authorized by the engineers and trainmen, carried on the official records
weekend with her son, Mr.
which are being heard by a of the Navy
• more than 3,500,000 id the
the
University
Kentucky
of
Department in the
Cecil Brasher and Mrs. Brasher. Moose
Are On Loose
presidential emergency board.
xt three months. This comBoard of Trustees.
status of missing in action as of
Captain A. Van Meter and Mrs.
"The
es with official ;ears of 8,- Van Meter and
decisions
Erection of the building will
of the arbitra- 22 March 1945. The plane in
daughter, Jean, In Montana Mountains
,000 out of work by summer, of. Canton, 0., were
Whitefish, Mont.—VP)—Moose be made possible, President Her- tion boards will be accepted and which he was flying, a unit of
guests of
made effective by the Illinois Patrol Bombing Squadron One
he federal budget will show Mr. and Mrs. Lester
B. Young in the woods of northwest Mon- man Lee Donovan said, by the
elicit "several billion dollars last week. Mrs. Van Meter
capital outlay. appropriation of Central System, and an equiva- Hundred
Forty-nine, took
is tana are feeling their oats.
than the $26,000,000,000 the former Margaret Young.
Dr. J. S. McFarland, former $1,050,000 to the University by lent increase will be made in off in a group of aircraft from
wages
of employes in unsched- Tacloban, Leyte, Philippine Isforeseen by Mr. Truman Captain Van Meter is stationed state game warden, reported one the 1946 General Assembly.
his January budget message. in Porto Rico.
"This is the largest appropria- uled and excepted positions."
lands on a routine sector search
attacked his automobile on a
r. Truman termed the Snyand failed to return. Prior to
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Black- road in the North Fork country, tion ever made to the Univerreport "grounds for optimism burn and Mr. and Mrs. Frank but sensibly desisted when is sity at one time for new buildthe attack, another aircraft in
Git Along, Little Lizzy
a redoubling of our energy." Beavers visited at Gilbertsville discovered the car could not be ings, and we are profoundly
the squadron established radio
Williamsburg,
Va. — (113)
should be required reading Dam Sunday afternoon.
contact with your son's plane
grateful," said the University You
butted off the highway.
can't tell colonial Williamsevery thinking American,
when it was five miles from the
Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Bennet
Later, one challenged a car president.
burg that the automobile is here
minor strike target on the northdeclared.
and Mr. and Mrs. Charles T. driven by Rancher Louie VaverArchitects' plans for the new to stay. There
are plans to route
west coast of Negros, Philippine
We still have large, critical Taylor were in Morganfield land and Vaverland had to kill building are expected to be comautomobiles from the restored
Islands. No further communicablems ahead of us, but we Saturday as guests of Mr. and the animal, Deputy Game War- pleted within six months, after
, section of this quaint town, so
tions were received from the
over the hump of reconver- Mrs. Harry Whitefield.
den Ross Wilson said.
which applications fog priorities that carriages, coaches
and carts plane. A
thorough search of the
Mrs. Tom Grubbs attended the
for materials will be made to of years ago will be the
only
area failed to reveal any trace
me shortages — like shirts W.M.U. convention at Bowling Montana
the
federal
government.
way
to
get
around.
May
Have
of the missing aircraft or the
linger because distribution is Green last week and was a guest
Bad Year For Oranges
personnel aboard. To data, no
ty, Mr. Truman said, and ducts,
or about one-ninth of a
further information has been reLewistown, Mont. —(A')— Mrs.
ause stocks were badly de- full year's
production, Mr. Tru- Odin Romaustad
ceived by the Navy Department
is convinced
ted by war. It takes 32,000 man
said.
concerning the fate of your son.
that spring is here, and she
, he reminded a questioner,
The country, he also asserted, never takes
In view of the strong probaa chance.
t to give all dealers their cannot
afford to "relax for one
bility that the plane in which
She coved her orange tree
w models.
minute our battle against infla- from her icitchen to
your son was flying crashed and
the backd if the three-day-old strike tion. Our
progress will be com- yard—as she does every spring—
that he lost his life as a result
soft coal miners is prolonged, pletely
nullified if we do not and its fruit started to take
thereof, because no official or
ould knoek the whole thing have an early
At money-saving prices!
extension of our on an orange color.
unconfirmed reports of his sur, he said in answering anoth- price control
and stabilization
"I'm a little worried about the
FOUR BARGAIN-PRICED GROUPS
query.
laws, for without them progress tree, though," she confided. "It's
Nippon Dog
he recent steel strike cost will
be turned into economic bearing only nine oranges this
Becomes Devil Dog
7,000,000 tons of steel pro- chaos."
year, and one time it had 60."
Oceanside, Calif.—(W)—A Jap-

I. C. Will Accept
Ruling On Wages

Per Roll

Per Roll

All Papers in Stock for Immediate Delivery.
BORDERS TO MATCH-3c to 121
/
2c per yard
OTHER PATTERNS — Sc to $1.00 per roll

anese war dog went over to the
U. S. Marines.
The dog joined the Second
Marine Division at Sasebo, Japan, deserting the Imperial Army
to tag around after Pfc A. Langham of Prichard, Ala. Langham
brought it to Camp Pendleton
here.
Japanese interPerters told marines the dog, "Euki," meaning
"timber," had been brought
from Germany and wounded
twice in action in China.

Hybrid Seed And
Fertilizer Urged
To Increase Corn
Graham Cites Best W
To Get Higher Yield
Of Vital Food
Crop This Year
Farmers are urged by the IS
S. Department of Agriculture
increase food and feed supp
in 1946 to provide an adequa
supply for domestic consump*.
tion and for export, Count
Agent J. F. Graham said
week. Most farmers are anxious
to comply with this request to
meet needs and their major _
cern is how is the best .grle
of reaching the desired goals,
Mr. Graham said.
"Corn occupies about 90 percent of our row crop land ea
year and is our chief source o
grain. Therefore, emphasis a
this time should be placed on
means of increasing corn yields.
Increasing yields rather than increasing acres of corn offers
greatest possibilities," he said.
"Use of well adapted hyb •
seed corn and liberal applica
tions of fertilizer are the
means of increasing yield. Th
should be a sufficient supply
seed corn, but fertilizer is limited."
Value of hybrid seed is emphasized by a statement by the
Bureau of Agricultural Economics in discussing corn production in 1944, that "corn production in 1944 was about 400 million bushels greater than it
would have been had open-pollinated seed been used on all
the acreage planted."
On the average, an increase
of six to eight bushels of corn
an acre can be expected from
use of hybrid seed. Further increases can be obtained with thi
use of fertilizers, contour culti!'
vation, and the continued use of
soil improvement practices, Mr.
Graham said.

ival have been received, because
his name has not appeared on
any lists or reports of personnel
liberated from ddpanese prisoner
of war camps, and in view of
the length of time that has
elapsed since he was reported
to be missing in action, I am
reluctantly forced to the conclusion that he is deceased. In compliance with Section 5 of Public
Law 490, 77th Congress, as
amended, the death of your son
is, for the purpose of termination of pay and allowances, settlement of accounts, and payment of death gratuities, presumed to have occurred on 23
March 1946, which is the day
following
the expiration of
twelve months in the missing
status.
I know what little solace the
formal and written word can be
to help meet the burden of your
loss, but in spite of that knowledge, I cannot refrain from
saying very simply, that I am
sorry. It is hoped that you may
find comfort in the thought that
your son gave his life for his
country, upholding the highest
traditions of the Navy.
Sincerely yours,
Egypt had beauty salons as
James Forrestal
far back as 3200 B. C.

Office Supplies
Gem Paper Clips . . . . 10¢ box of 100-75¢ M
Stapling Machines
$1.75 to $9.00
Waste Baskets
$1.00 to $2.75
Tot Staples . . 25¢ box of 1M—$1.00 box 5M
First Grade Adding Machine Rolls 15¢ ea. —
$1.50 doz.
Carter's Typewriter Ribbons
$1 ea. $9 doz.
Carbon Paper(100 sheets to box)$1.50 to $3.50
1/4 lb. 40¢ 1 lb. $1.45
Rubber Bands

Come To The

White Elephant
SALE!
Saturday, April 13
To be conducted by the Ladies of the Church.

AND ALL
ralitleitable ~Wiryand ylorei
,‘qua,
gyean,'American beauty,lra
loviti4beits;on atted tcomasho

SPRING:COATID

ALL

WOOL!

$15.40

Proceeds ore to be used for furnishing a room in Princeton's

Thursday, April 11, 1
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Madisonville Wins
Debating Title

gEivitiCKY
EWING

LIV

Quake Robs Peter,
Pays Paul, With Water

Bern—(IP)----A series of earth
tremors in Switzerland left various repercussions.
City engineers of Sitten-,(Sion)
reported that the Lienne brook
had doubled its flow of water,
increasing the stream's capacity
to produce sorely-needed electricity.
At Lausanne, residents were
not so pleased. The source of the
city drinking water was in
springs situated where there were
vast amounts of lime sulphates.
After the quake the water took
on a milky hue from the lime
deposits.

Lexington, (A)—A team representing Madisonville High School
won the state 'debate championHigh
ship of the Kentucky
School Speech Festival last weekend by eliminating Hopkinsville
In the finals of the vent, held
at the University of Kentucky.
The Madisonville debaters, Jo
Ann Mills and Billie Workman,
were matched against Hopkinsville's Bobby Clint Cayce and
Phil Cornette, and took the affirmative on the question, "Resolved: That every able-bodied
male citizen of the United States
The nickel is the only modern
should have one year of full- American coin not carrying the
time military training before at- words "In God we trust."
taining the age of 24."
The word zar and kaiser are
both derived from the Latin
Everybody reads The Leader! ceaser.

GALLOWAY

for a KenThe 1946 Assembly laid some the Nebraska pattern
e.
legislatur
tucky
ggs—good eggs!
Nebraska's unicameral AssemIts work is ample proof that
is the most modern in the
bly
I. Kentucky is awakening to its
I. seeds and to its opportunity to nation.
It has one house of 43 mem'regain its place among the forenonpartisan in designation.
bers,
Union.
the
in
most states
there were 133 senaFormerly
tax
school
It raised the rural
representatives. There
limit 100 percent and extended tors and
are 16 committees instead of 61,
' the term from 7 to 8 months.
are provided with fa!, The budget might have been and they
obtaining information
for
cilities
appropria
the
of
Some
' bigger.
intelligent -action.
for
necessary
increases
the
tions hardly met
Newspapermen are permitted
in the cost of operating state
committee meetInstitutions, but as compared to attend all
the public may
with miserly appropriations by ings, so that
is going on.
previous legislatures they are learn what
When a bill is passed it is
encouraging.
to a Committee of Rereferred
seems
4 4 The mine safety measure
has the assistance
; to get universal approval by the view, which
able lawyers, before it
. public. Ditto the killing of the of three
OFF FOR MEXICO — Mickey
a law.
„Moss Bill aimed at the T.V.A. finally becomes
unicameral Owen, Brooklyn Dodgers catchNebraska
'first
The
notch.a
adiiimced'
health
Public
Y.,
in 1937 cost the state er, leaves Sampson, N.
with the bill to establish tuber- assembly,
ex- naval station with a discharge.
general
salaries,
in
$110,000
culosis sanatoriums.
with $260,- He said he would leave for
And perhaps most important penses, as compared
as- Mexico City this week to combicameral
last
the
of all the measures passed by 000 for
plete arrangements for playing
sembly.
connew
a
is
Assembly
1146
the
with a Mexican baseball
ion.
authorizat
stitution election
(AP Wirephoto from
league.
, Our present constitution, adopt- Spring's Here—
S. Navy)
U.
ed in 1891, is far behind the
And So Is Sulphur
times.
Augusta, Me. —(W)— Sulphur
important
most
the
Among
4,
and molasses, fatired spring tonon
constituti
'things in our future
ic of pre-vitamin days is still
Homemakers' Schedule
may be a thoroughgoing change going strong in Augusta.
Hall, Mrs. A. N. Horning, hostin our legislative machinery.
operhe
said
A druggist, who
, April 11.
The present set-up is practi- ated the old-fashioned type of ess, 2 p.m., Thursday
Charles
Mrs.
Road,
Eddyville
100
of
that
as
same
cally the
drug-store told of many recent
Hubbard, hostess, 2 p.m., Friday,
years ago.
purchases of sulphur.
April 12.
The only improvement in re"Of course, we don't ask cusOtter Pond, Mrs. Ferd ,Wadcent years is a bureau which tomers what they are going to
Tuesday,
checks the legality of bills as do with it," he added, "but I lington, hostess, 2 p.m.,
16.
April
are
When
.
are
presented
them
they
of
soon as
know that many
4
Crider, Mrs. J. C. Myers, host1 a senator or representative wants going to use if for sulphur and
,
ess, 2 p.m., Wednesday, April 17.
to learn all the lowdown about molasses."
a bill he has to do it himself,
Crickit
depending on what he hears on
The nose on the Statue of LibCrider Homemakers held their
four
is
harbor
newsthe
York
in
or
reads
Hill
New
; Capitol
erty to
regular meeting Wednesday- with
papers. And with scores of bills feet six inches long.
Mrs. Ikslie Bright. Mrs. Clifton
Rubies were the first gems to Clift presided at the business
to be considered it is next to
comimpossible for him to vote in- be made synthetically on a
session. The program given by
mercial scale.
telligently on all of them.
Mesdames Cleveland Hays and
The first American nickel was Frank Wilson and Miss Grace
The constitutional convention
will have a chance to consider minted in 1866.
Adamson.
The hostess served a salad
course to the following members
and visitors: Mesdames W. W.
Glenn, W. P. Spickard, A. D.
McElroy, Hugh Yates, Virgil
Coleman, Sarah Myers, Ralph
Griffin, Cleveland Hays, Raymond Phelps, William Coleman,
Leslie Bright, Lem Beckner,
Misses Grace Adamson and Imogene Wigginton.

Homemakers News

r

7 State Projects
Receive $62,673

Chicago (IF) — T h e Federal
Works Agency has announced
advance of $62,673 fol seven public-works projects in Kentucky
that would cost .a total of $1,513,023.
The projects, with advances
for preparation of plans and total
cost:
Owensboro, new sewers and
sewerage disposal system, $47,487 and $1,058,450; John's Creek,
Pike County, high school and
auditorium - gymnasium, $7,414
and $206,571; Pikeville, storage
garage for school busses, $2,510
and $66,650; Wickliffe, Ballard
County Board of Education for
lunchroom addition, $119 and $4,158; high school classrooms and
gymnasium - auditorium, $3,990

Georgia Couple
Shells Out For Eggs

Gilbert
Savannah, Ga. --(IP)—
have
Rossignol and his wife
their
$10,000 worth of eggs In
to
home here, but it's not due
any egg surplus.
years
They have siient 42
largest
building up one of the
and
collections of bird' eggs
colnests in the country. The
each
lection contains eggs from
of Canada.
of the states and parts
spedCatalogue prices of the
to
cents
10
from
range
ments
$1,500.

3 Toll Bridges
Show Big Gains

Frankfort — Kentucky's
remaining toll bridges record
sryin
yebto
rlula
, ahciscord
ignhueasrty maonndth1F
a
during November, Decembe

ing to M. W. Tinder, direct°
Division of Records, Kenton
f on
Highbrwidagyes.
madois
-nt
ne
arttom
pa
Dem
aver
aged well over $9,000 each
the four months, about 60 per
cent ahead of the total dur
s-alilnin1c94
re2.
a w
the samethme
invented
oover
While
The typewriter was
Hansen.
about 80 percent on the Roc
by a Dane, Malting
formerly port bridge, January 1948 to
The word gospel
tidings. were 180 percent above Janua
meant good story or glad
school 1944. Livermore tolls were rib°
y
elementar
and $143,750;
Ben- 45 percent higher than ever
addition, $300 and $10,474;
extensions fore, averaging around $4,
ton, sanitary sewer
$22,970. each for the four months.
and
$853
station,
and lift
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Wekome State B.I.U.Delegates
Hub or the Black Patch, center
of Pennyrile Culture and Agriculture, is Grateful
to have You as her honored guests.
Princeton, Famed

The Community is Proud of the Host Church and
its more than 1,000 members

Welcome To

Morse Repair Shop

FENDER, BODY, and PAINT. Come see us
Mechanic Work and Welding GUARANTEED.
We can fix any.body breaks or smash-ups. See
us first—SAVE CASH. Wrecks repaired quicker.

Morse Repairs
Fredonia, Ky.

Shop No. 2

Eddyville Road
Eddyville Road Homemakers
met Wednesday afternoon with
Mrs. W. H. Beck. Mrs. L C.
Lisman gave a demonstration in
setting in dress sleeves. Games
and contests were conducted by
Mrs. Arch Martin.
The hostess, assisted by Miss
Helen Beck and Mrs. W. L. Beck,
served refreshments to Mesdames Dennie Freeman, J. W.
Hollingsworth, pennie Cash, Ollie Cummins, M. U. Lamb, L.
C. Lisman, Arch Martin, John
McLin, Nina Grose and A. M.
Buchanan.

Hopkinsville Road

Your Weight In Diamonds
Or
As Soon As Ever We Kahn

Friday, March 29, the Hopkinsville Road Homemakers Club
met with Mrs. Virgil Nuckols,
with the following present: Mesdames P. L. Funk, W. D. Armstrong, D. B. Boitnott, H. A.
Goodwin, Bernard Jones, Lem
Beckner, Loyd Beck and Virgil
Nuckols. The lesson on "Sleeve
Problems" was given by Mrs.
P. L. Funk. During the social
hour games were played, after
which the club adjourned to
meet with Mrs. Harry Johnson,
April 26.

We extend a cordial welcome also to the Ministers and
Leaders of the Convention. May the session here be
productive of great benefit to the B.T.U. and Christianity

Radiators!
Yes, all those pleasant services which made
Cayce-Yost's china, silver, and csystal shop such
a nice place to shop will eventually be resumed.
We haven't forgotten how many things we'd
like to do for our nice customers . . . it's just
that the times have outweighed us. But soon

Is your car, truck or tractor radiator heating or leaking?
If so, don't punish your
motor further. Let us clean
and repair it the modern way.
Satisfaction guaranteed.
REV. A. L. Gillespie,
President State Training
Union Convention

Sisk Motor Co.
10th and Clay St.
Phone 50
HOPFINSVILLE

. . . .the balance will begin to swing back
. . . and once again all the important little
things we like to do for you will be more than

That Nagging
Backache

a gleam in our eyes.

May Warn of Disordered

ILIduary Aetioss
No bill
alfsito
.1%
21
sr=lve Si

This message sponsored by:

add

Hopkinsville, Ky.
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DOAMPILLS

DR. W. F. POWELL, Pastor
First Baptist Church,
Nashville, Tennessee

REV. IL G. M. HATLER
Pastor of the
Host Church

Other leaders who will take part in the programs of the convention, starting Wednesday
night and continuing through Friday night, are: Dr. George W. Redding, Rev. H. G. M. Hatler, pastor of the Host Church; Miss Christiana Stokmann, Miss Dorothy Blankenship, Mrs. G. R. Pendergraph,
Miss Frances Whitworth, Mrs. Byron C. S. DeJarnette, Mrs. J. T." Aldridge, Vergil S. Crenshaw, Miss
Time Denny, Miss Grace Morehead, Rev. J. Estill Jones, Miss Eleanor Gregory, Miss Ava Albro, Rev.
Eugene Enlow, Rev. Harold D. Tallant, Rev. Wallace Hough, Mrs. Garnett Morton, Mrs. John Hamilton,
Rev. D. E. Jones,0. L. Kirk, 12.2v. Geo. W. Cummins, Rev. John Hamilton, Rev. John M. Ross, Rev. J. T.
Aldridge, C. Aubrey Hearch, Dr. W. C. Boone, Dr. John Vaylor, Rev. 0. LoGriffith, Miss Margaret
Gordon, Rev. J. G. Cothran, Mrs. C. 0. Akin, Dr. J. W. Marshall.
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CAYCE-YOST CO.

DR. J. W. "BILL" MARSHALL
Personal Secretary,
Foreign Mission Board,
Richmond, Virginia

CORN ICK OIL CO.

BEN FRANKLIN STORE

McCONNELL ELECTRIC CO.

G. HOMER BROWN

MITCHELL BROS. Plumbing and Heating C. A. WOODALL INS. AGENCY

ARNOLD'S

THE LILLIE F. MURPHY STORE
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ows In Clover,
rorits Ain't Hay

Homemakers Promote
Growing Of Gardens
By Betty Clarke
AP Newereature Beauty Editor

Nowsfitatur•s)

The calves are dropped in thfall, weaned in July, fed threpounds of cottonseed meal pe
head daily for 60 days, and the
sold.
How does the $16 an acr,come in? Last year $22 an act-was realized from the sale o
cattle. Six dollars was spent for
fertilizer and the cottonse •.
meal.
However, economists point to
great obstacles to be overcom•
before the south ever can corn
pete with the midwest in livestock production.
High prices have been only
one factor in the growth of th
southern livestock industry. Stoc
improvement, development of
millions of acres of improved
pastureland and creation of lo
cal markets have been others.
To get an idea of what is hap
pening, consider a state like
Alabama. While learning to produce the same amount of cotton
on half the acreage it has in
five years expanded its livestock
industry from $26,000,000 to $80,000,000 a year.
Georgia Evens Up
Or take Georgia. Two decades
ago, points out Kenneth Trea
nor, extension service economist
cotton contributed 46 percent t.
of the crops are soil-im- the farm income and livestoc
'ng legumes, except the only 10. Today each contribut••
, sorghum, which is the 21 percent.
Elsewhere in the South it
one requiring cultivation.
AP

burn, Ala. — Call it, if you
a lazy man's way of farmbut the south has turned
its one-crop economy to
lock production by using
of least resistance.
•e formula is simple: You
up non-productive, worn out
at a few dollars an acre.
don't do any work, yet you
, up the land and at the
time net $16 a year on
acre—and it's done with
k
e without buying corn. The
• simply graze.
demonstration now in proat the Auburn experimen:non of the Alabama Polyte Institute is especially
ted to the south, but J. C.
.es, head animal husbandsays it could be modified
e elsewhere.
Land Is Planted
acres support four cows
two and a half acres allotper cow. Of the acres-perone acre of lespedeza is
-d from April to October or
mber; one acre of kudzu aftemporary grazing and
•r feed; a half-acre of mane bur clover is followed
:rain sorghum for winter

In the new spirited shades of
brown, red, green and black.
In all styles, double handles,
underarm and soft pouches.
Leathers, plastic patent, corde,
plastic squares and others.

$4.95 to $30
exclusively yours

wicarson
(Incorporated)
HOPHINSVILLE

DIED ON MOVIE SET — Edward W. Gray (above), 31,
studio electrician, was found
in critical condition beneath a
film set backdrop in a movie
studio in Hollywood. He succumbed later in a hospital of
a fractured skull and other
injuries, according to hospital
attendants. (AP Wirephoto)
pretty much
the same story:
more cotton on less acreage, increased livestock production. In
Georgia, E. C. Westbrook estimates Georgia cotton grower
got an extia $20,000,000 last yea
through improved cotton culture.
The big question in livestoc
expansion in the south is feed.
The south can produce an abundance of protein concentrates,
but the yield of grain crops—
carbohydrates—is far below the
national average.
Roughly, corn production'•
the south is ten bushels an acre
This compares with about 38
Iowa.
Sweet Potatoes as Feed
The south's climate and so'
do yield sweet potatoes abundantly, however. It can produc
in sweet potatoes the equivalent
of 25 bushels of corn an acre.
Sweet potatoes furnish protein.
Dehydration of sweet potatoes
into feed is going on in some
places.
Agriculturists still argue about
dehydrated sweet potatoes, however. Some say production of
sweet potatoes requires far too
many hours of hand labor compared with corn. They say, too,
dehydration costs must be lowered.
Experiments are under way
to develop machines for mechanizing sweet potato productio
and this may provide the answer, they say.
Just growing in popularity in
the south—as a supplement to
corn—are grain sorghums, hitherto grown in semi-arid areas
of the west.

Give your body a good spring
cleaning. Go on a liquid diet
for a day. Cut your calories
down for a week and do some
exercises. Take a hot bath
every night and give yourself a
super de luxe facial.
After a good overhauling you
should feel like climbing into
your new or old spring clothes
without any misgivings about
figure or face.
You don't have to do strenous
exercises. Do the rolling kind
that help whittle down hips,
arms and thighs. If you do it
faithfully while you cut down on
starches, desserts and sweets
you can lose a few pounds in a
short time.
A good hot bath is a wonder!'
ful relaxer. Put your hair up in
curlers before you climb into
the tub. Use a good bath brush
and scrub elbows, back, knees
and ankles. After all, bare-legged days are Just around the
corner.
And, here's a way to bring
circulation to the face and help
foil those wrinkles that might
be on the way:
Lie on the floor with your
feet propped up on the bed or
back of an overturned chair.
Put several pillows under your
waistline to raise your back so
that your body is at a 45 degree
angle. Do this for 15 minutes a
day if you can, and notice your
complexion improve.
Treat your skin to a daily
washing with a good soap and
water. Always remove your
makeup with cleansing cream and
make sure every vestige of
cream is removed before you
retire. Makeup that is left on
overnight or improperly removed
is frequently the cause of blackheads, pimples and blotchy skin.
You can greet springtizne with
an English complexion if you
will give yourself occasional facials and use an astringent skin
lotion to help close unsightly
pores which act as dirt catchers.

In a program to increase food
production in Carroll county,
homemakers' clubs, under the
direction of Home Agent Katherine Russell, have set up the
following goals:
1. Every family to grow a
garden.
2. Last year's garden to be
increased by at least three vegetables.

Page Thr
3. Urban and rural garden
contests to be sponsored by
homemakers' clubs.
4. Demonstrations to be given
on canning and the preparation
of foods for frozen lockers.
5. Canning records by housewives to be encouraged.
6. An exhibit of canned products to be held in the fall.
•

Livingston
county
farmers
sowing ladino clover this spring
include Coleman Foster and
Crossland Hardin of Mullikin
community; R. 0. Wilson of
Grand Rivers; William J. Padon
of Salem and L W. Neal of
Ledbetter. Dr. Roy Waddell of
Salem sowed 32 acres of alfalfa
after spreading two tons of limeMassachusetts purchased Maine stone and 400 to 600 pounds of
in 1652 for $5,334.
phosphate to the acre.

Here's New Wrinkle
In Housing Shortage
Raleigh, N. C. --(W)--Ho
now are being sought for ho
pigeons honorably dischar
from the Army Signal Corps.
Mrs. Maude P. Melnnes, W
County home demonstra
agent, said that 4-H Club m
bers might obtain pige
through the War Assets C
by placing orders with her.

Every woman knows the important role that
accessories play in her wardrobe .. . Their
absence is like a song left unfinished; properly chosen and worn, they are like that
last necessary note needed for completion.
Whatever YOUR wardrobe needs for completion, you will find it at Barnes.

—But They're All
Early Taxpayers
Richmond, Va. —(iP)— Vinginians have been paying millions of dollars a year to "N.
B. Early, Jr.," collector of internal revenue, but they've
been wrong.
Nathaniel Bazaleel Early isn't
a "junior" at all. His father's
name was John Richard Early,
but the collector became known
as N. B., Jr., while living with
an uncle of the same name
and when Sen. Carter Glass
presented his name for collector,
it went on the book.' with the
"Jr." attached.

Birmingham And ,Eggs

Birmingham, England—., (1P) —
Birmingham Corp. may build its
own hotel to cater to visitors
Gold was first discovered
and to dispel the belief that
Alaska by a Russian settler in
everybody in the city goes to
1850.
bed at 10:30 p.m. The lord mayor
A cow must eat 100 or mor
wants good meals available at
pounds of grass to produce 2
late hours for guests.
to 25 pounds of milk.
Sir Walter Raleigh was beEverybody reads The Leader!
headed as a spy.
Peaches were introduced int

Plastic patents and calfskin leather bags
in all the new Spring designs and shapes.
You will find just the bag to complete
your ensemble.

$3.95 io $12.50

SAVE YOUR
SCREENS!

Your Flowers Will Make it )
a "Happy Easter" for Her

Sow Ladino Clover

$3.50 to $12.50
SHERWIN-WILLIAMS

SCREEN ENAMEL

eautiful flowers convey best your felicius greetings on this gay and happy
ter. And when you order from us,
ou're sure of quality, freshness and ori'nal, artistic arrangements. Call us at 6264
d order your Easter bouquets, corsages
nd plants. Flowers telegraphed everyhere.

New screens are hard to get.
Preserve and protect what you
have! Be smart—give them a
coat of this high 5nality screen
enatnel—Sherwin-Williains
Black Screen Enansel. Durable
—high gloss. Why bother with
inferior quality, which requires frequent application,
when one coat of S-W Screen
Enamel will do the job. Use it
on screen frames! Ti.. it on
bronze screens to prevent house
pains stains.

Richelieu Iredelles

$4.50 to $7.50
Hand embroidered Swiss handkerchiefs, in all white.

75ft to $1.50

Other Costume Jewelry

$1.00 to $15.00
Lucite Compacts

$3.50 to $5.00

Printed Handkerchiefs
29¢ to $1.50
Hansen's Fabric Gloves

POTTED PLANTS:
Lillie: and Hydrangeas
Gardenia and Roses.;.
Potted in bloom.
Mixed Pots — Swinging
Baskets.

$1.00 to $2.00
Ireland Bros. Washable Doeskins

$5.95

A. M. Harvill
FLORISTS
EDDYVILLX ROAD
1,
*
1 tHERWIN
II LIAMIS
PA! r

KY
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Join The Army
And See Your Parents
—PanaHaverhill, Mass. —VP)

giotis Nibi, 1, has enlisted in the

By Ben Philegar
(AP

Nowstoaturea)

Miami, Fla.—Ancient ramie,
the fiber that clethed Egyptians
way back in the time of the Pharaohs, is now making a comeback after all these thousands of
years.
Old as it is, the silk-like substance is the newest thing in
cloth for the well-dressed man
and woman. Now, for the first
1 ; time, it is being produced, processed and manufactured into
clothing in the United States.
•
The fiber found its way to this
p country from China and the Near
.: East in mats, table cloths and
I i ornamental cloth pieces. The
f ,
'-'4gti” Japanese, who imported it from
the Philippines, wove ramie with
silk, to give it more weight and
body.
Numerous botanical experi,
ments were made in this country
.' to find a section where the plant
would flourish, but when World
War II started, the supply of
ramie still was wholly in the
Far East.
A concentrated effort to grow
the plant in the United States
resulted in the discovery that
the Florida Everglades provided
i. the best all-round conditions.
. Several large companies set up
ramie.
plantations to grow
Ground was cleared of worthless
, vegetation, alligators, rattlers and
water birds, and was ditched and
drained.

Now that land is covered with
a luxuriant plant with dark
green leaves and yellowish white
flowers on stems that grow about
a half inch thick and anywhere
from five to six feet tall. Harvesting is done by hand and mach Lne.
Laboratories report that ramie is seven times stronger than
wool and eight to 12 times
stronger than cotton, about nine
times stronger than silk and
twice as strong as linen.
Ramie will not shrink and is
resistent to mildew and rot. It
has a silk-like sheen, will hold a
crease and dye.
Men's sport coats are the first
garments to be made using the
new ramie.
The ancient fiber is ready for a
comeback.

3,000 Germans
Leave Poland Daily
Wroclaw—VP)—Germans in this
city, formerly called Breslau, and
throughout Lower Silesia, are
busy packing their bags these
days.
The Polish government is
evacuating 3,000 Germans daily
to Allied occupation zones in
Germany. Officials estimate that
within four months there will
not be a single German left on
Polish soil.

Army and asked for a European
assignment—in the hope he'll
be reunited with his parents.
Nibi returned to the United
States last December after living in Bucharest, Romania, since
1934. Letters to his parents in
Bucharest have been returned
unopened.
Nibi hopes through the Army
to find them.

Ray's kumiry Truck
Will come each Monday to pick up laundry and
return each Saturday.

His Jeep Gets
An Education

offered to give
WILL GIVE UP BABIES— Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Du Mar of Denver, Colo., have
for them. Left to
two of their three triplet daughters for adoption because they can't provide
and Marilyn. (AP
right are Charlene Du Mar, 3, Mrs. Du Mar and the triplets, Ardith, Evalie
Wirephoto)

Need A House?
Go To South Africa

Nelspruit, South Africa—(IP)—
One hundred three-room houses
—part of Nelspruit's native housing scheme—have been standing
unoccupied for more than a year.
Built of stone, with concrete
floors and ceilings, the houses
have stoves, t shower baths and
other conveniences. The rent is
only 15 shillings ($3.50) a month,
but the natives prefer to remain
The official flag of Alaska was in their wattle and daub huts.
designed by a 13-year-old boy.
When C. G. Cottingham, town
clerk, asked a deputation from
the natives to meet him, the
leader told him why the houses
were unoccupied.
"You have made the ceilings
of concrete in order that you
may cause them to fall at your
will and kill us," he said.

WHAT IT MEANS

British Use of
American Airlines

Per Lb. 5¢

Dry Wash
Finished Work

Per Lb. 16¢
Each 12¢

Shirts

Omaha— (AP) —Seventeen-year
old Faidley A. Farber wondered
if his father's jeep could negotibte the steps at Dundee grade
school here.
He tried it, and made it up
the steps and down.
Shortly afterward he paid a
$2.50 fine and costs for the stunt,
and his father promised Faidley
won't drive for 60 days.

For service, call or write —

Ray's Laund
Marion, Ky.
Phone 223-J

tic at around 300 miles an hour.
Boeing will deliver this year the
70-ton Stratocruiser, able to carry from 50 to 100 passengers,
depending on the degree of luxury, at more than 300 miles an
hour on flights up to 4,000 miles.
Next year, Republic hopes to
be producing its Rainbow, with
a passenger capacity of 40 to 50
and a cruising speed of more than
400 miles an hour at a range of
4,000 piles.
The British Tudor II, designed
for 40 to 60 passengers, will
have a normal cruising speed of
around 220 miles an hour and a
normal range of 2,200 miles. It
is intended for long line service except across the North
Atlantic. The first one flew
March 15.

mendous interest in the export
By James J. Strebig
far beWashington—The British are market—are likely to be
They
types.
American
some
low
showing increasing interest in
for
American-built long range trans- will not offer lower prices
perspeed
and
load
le
comparab
port planes. Aside from the immediate need for planes on the formance however.
The second point is an imporNorth Atlantic run, two reasons
tant one for the British. They
appear to lie behind this:
en1. British aircraft manufactur- could invest a great deal of
nal
ers, on the basis of their own gineering talent in conventio
data, appear to offer nothing types and perhaps equal United
the
equaling performance available States achievement. But by
time they caught up7 current
SALEM
in United States designs.
2. The British may have decided American designs would have
JONES
F.
to put a great deal of their en- been suspended.
virare
engines
nal
AGENT
Conventio
for
designs
into
gineering talent
on Brown
the forthcoming jet propulsion tually abandoned in United 107 So. Seminary
Old Ironpants
era in commercial air transpor- States military air planning. It
Newcastle On Tyne, England tation.
is a safe assumption that AmeriPHONE 401
PRINCETON
—(W)—Peter Fanning, 81, who
The decision to purchase five can designers also are thinking
has never spent a clothes coupon Lockheed Constellations for use about jet transports.
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home industry products.
However, in the matter of 20 sleeping or 46 sitting pasAsk to See
price, the British—with a tre- sengers across the North AtlanSTYLE NO. 1600
As Sketched

For Sale
Nice four-room dwelling; located
street. See or call

Insurance and Real Estate
S. Harrison St.

New Easier Footwear
WHITE
OF COURSE!
Ask to See
STYLE NO. 1650
As Sketched

Western Auto
Associate Store

N.T. COLE

Home-Owned and Operated by

JOE P. WILCOX

PORTHOLE
SANDAL

PRINCETON

PHONE 212

ORANGES!
FULL OF JUICE

FLORIDA VALENCIA

carload just received

COLOR IS
Because there's nothing like
white with summer sheers
and prints—nothing quite so
cool looking and pretty as this
white leather pump with cool
perforations.

You'll begin to see the light
in our little sandal! Dressed
up by eye-catching porthole
perforations and scalloped for
added gaiety!

Chocolate Krunch Mellow

26(
bulk
CAKES
BEANS with PORK, No. 2 can 10(
Stringless Beans, No. 2 can 11(
pound 33(
FOLGER'S COFFEE
quart 29(
MIXED PICKLES
pound

Brook's Catsup Flavored

Sunny Clime Green

PLASTIC
RED FLATTERY

SUGAR WHITE

Regular or Drip Grind

Ask to See
STYLE NO. 490
As Sketched

Harvest Country Style

A Jewel of a Shoe !
Ask to See
STYLE NO. 1104
As Sketched

pound

SAUER KRAUT, No. 21/2 can

Junior Styli
DRESSES
Color is young. And
been used in a hank,
young nay in these I. and
2.pieee rayon dressesr
Bright pastels teamed with,
huge sections of stain.
color contrast. Sizes. 9.15,

WAX
Del Monico Spaghetti

DINNER

PHILADELPHIA CREAM

CHEESE,
DYE,

BOND'S

Sheer plastic performs sheer
magic in emphasizing the
prettiest lines of the prettiest
foot — Tomorrow's loveliness
today in gem red or green,
white or crystal.

Simouis Self Polishing

BALLARD BISCUITS package
POP CORN

25(
No. 2 can 12(
pint can 49'
package 25(
package 11(
package 10(
quart 10(
12 oz. tin 32(
pound

Logan Brand Cream Style

EASTER EGG

10f
13(

bulk

CORN

READY TO BAKE

BULK

The feminine little tie that
will delight your heart for
summer. It's such a wonderful, comfortable, go-everywhere shoe that you will find
it your most cheery companion. On a down-to-earth heel
and in soft crushed kid leather for only

LEMON JUMBO

COOKIES

NO. 33 LAUNDRY

BLEACH,
CUDAHY'S

TANG,

FRESH TOMATOES,

pound 29¢

HEAD LETTUCE, 5 dozen size,

head 10ct

FRESH GREEN CABBAGE,

/
pound 6,

MORE FOR YOUR MONEY ALL THE TIME

RED FROSTNORTES
CASH & CARRY

A.M.
Listen to "BING SING'S" Daily and Sunday, over W.S.O.N. at 9:00

